
MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 

Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

initiator:dmurdo@mt.gov;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:da40c6cb2bcf194b829c01839457f7c6



Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 

Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 

 





MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



initiator:dmurdo@mt.gov;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:0b1d596886308b40b42a7af5c5b5093d







Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PH3008

		Property_Name: Great Northern Railroad route in Phillips County

		Property_Town: Malta

		Property_Date/Year: 1887

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Great Northern Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Great Northern Railroad route (including branchlines) in Phillips County.

		Use_Comment: Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties no longer exist (for the most part), but some segments are partly used as local farm/ranch access roads.

		Status_Comment: The portions of site 24PH3008 relevant to DNRC's Antiquities Act requirements consist of those abandoned and salvaged segments of the Great Northern Railroad on state land in Phillips County, Montana that have reverted back to state ownership.  The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad.   

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because DNRC does not believe that the abandoned segments on state land are worthy of any preservation efforts.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form update and photos.  Some segments of the railroad are abandoned and some are still actively used.  Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties (for the most part) no longer exist, and the grade is typically covered with vegetation.  Structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on any of the state land in Phillips County.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



initiator:dmurdo@mt.gov;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:0b1d596886308b40b42a7af5c5b5093d







Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: 

		Current Use: 

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PH1178

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Malta

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site, for reasons not articulated in the corresponding site form and updates, was determined to be a Heritage Property by WAPA and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  No dateable organic materials, sourceable lithic raw materials, or typeable artifacts were recovered during archaeological investigation work.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of an unknown number of tipi ring size stone circles, arcs, and low-profile cairns.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site was documented in 1980 and an update was prepared in 1981.  Vastly different stone feature counts were identified between 1980 and 1981, and only general metric and nonmetric observations were taken.  The stone features appear to be largely undisturbed, but are visually similar to the majority of these ubiquitous features that appear throughout Montana-- and in fact, throughout the world (see Rennie 2004; Rennie and Lahren 2004).  Age of the site is presently unknown.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The state tract containing the site is not legally accessible, so an easement or other permission would have to be obtained from adjoining landowners if the site were to be development for tourism.   

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently in no danger of disturbance, the qualities that make the site a Heritage Property have not been articulated, it is in a remote location,and it is unlikely that a public easement across private land to access the resource could be obtained.  

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



initiator:dmurdo@mt.gov;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:0b1d596886308b40b42a7af5c5b5093d







Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Automobile travel

		Current Use: Automobile travel

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24YL1672

		Property_Name: Abandoned segment of Old Highway 87 (Old Hardin Road) in Yellowstone County

		Property_Town: Billings

		Property_Date/Year: 1907-1941

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The road segment is in a stable environment, although it will slowly deteriorate from neglect and abandonment.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of an abandoned segment of Old Highway 87 (Old Hardin Road) on a parcel of state School Trust land in Yellowstone County.

		Use_Comment: The road segment is in a stable environment, although it will slowly deteriorate from neglect and abandonment.

		Status_Comment:  The road segment is in a stable environment, although it will slowly deteriorate from neglect and abandonment.   

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because DNRC does not believe that it is worthy of any preservation efforts.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/24/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form updates and photos.   The road segment is in a stable environment, although it will slowly deteriorate from neglect and abandonment. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



initiator:dmurdo@mt.gov;wfState:distributed;wfType:email;workflowId:da40c6cb2bcf194b829c01839457f7c6







Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PW1093

		Property_Name: MacDonld Pass Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Helena

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site retains considerable integrity. The beacon is virtually unchanged since 1935 except for the removal of the generator shed in the 1940s and the replacement of the original glass beacon casing within the past 10 years to make the beacon more efficient. The setting of the site is mostly intact as is the site's association with Montana's functioning nighttime airway beacon system.    

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The beacon site consists of three features: the beacon tower, an electrical shed, and a foundation.  The beacon was part of a string of beacons that stretched from Minneapolis to Seattle.  This was the last beacon lit in the system in November 1935.  It was listed in the NRHP in 2014.  

		Use_Comment: The beacon still functions and is still maintained by the MDT's Aeronautics Division. 

		Status_Comment: In October 2017 the MDT made the decision to decommission Montana's airway beacon system because of technological and budgetary reasons. Fourteen of the beacons will likely be turned off in 2018.  Three, including he Mac Pass Beacon, will remain in operation until at least the end of FY 2018. After that, it is not known what will happen to the beacons. The state may retain ownership of the Mac Pass Beacon, however. 

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 3,000.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT's Aeronautics Division routinely maintains the beacon and keeps it operating.  The site is an important component of the cross-state nighttime airway beacon system.  The beacon is relatively low maintenance, but its continued operation is critical to the system.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT's Aeronautics Division maintains the beacon and conducts regular site visits to the site. It is also easily visible during the day and at night from US Highway 12. The The MDT plans to decommission the beacon system in 2018, but there is a chance the Mac Pass Beacon would be retained by the agency.   

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT decided to commission all 17 beacons, but keep 3 (including Mac Pass) operating until at least the end of FY 2018 in June 2018. The MDT will attempt to find new owners for the beacons, if not, those remaining will be removed sometime in late 2018. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The beacon is in excellent condition.  It is regularly maintained by the Aeronautics Division, which visits the site every three months.  The beacon tower is original to the site, but a portion of the beacon itself has been replaced with more efficient modern electronic components.

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Homestead

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24BH2349

		Property_Name: Lee Homestead

		Property_Town: Decker

		Property_Date/Year: 1891

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Lee Homestead was among the earliest of homesteads established in the Decker area of Montana.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Lee Homestead in south Rosebud County.  It is listed in the National Register of Historic Places.

		Use_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Status_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #3 in rank because the homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite

		Current Use: limited camping/hiking

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24LN1122

		Property_Name: 77 UI 10

		Property_Town: Libby, MT

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Some level of testing needs to occur to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: A lithic scatter on second terrace SE of the mouth (east side) of Fisher River.  The site appears intact and in a stable environment.  A limtied number of quartzite flakes and cores and a small concentration of FCR exhibiting water fracture was observed in the site in 2017.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site is on a stable terrace.  No ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.  Some limited camping may intermittently occur on the site surface.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the site is on a stable terrace and no ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.

		Other_Comment: The site should never have been determined to be a National Register eligible property with the current available information.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 010/11/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: A portion of the site may have been disturbed with past road and bridge construction work, but some level of subsurface investigation is needed to determine the extent of the damage, and to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
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State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Demolished

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24JF0813

		Property_Name: Little Boulder River Bridge

		Property_Town: Boulder

		Property_Date/Year: 1940

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge retained excellent integrity and was a rare example of a pre-Interstate era timber bridge with all its original components still intact - including the double-coursed wood guardrails.  The bridge  functioned in its original capacity and the setting of the property had not significantly changed since 1940.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Little Boulder River Bridge was a 2-span timber stringer structure that was constructed in 1940.  The bridge was eligible for the NRHP for its association with the MDT's road and bridge programs of the Great Depression, most of which were funded as relief projects by the federal government. It was also eligible as an excellent and intact example of a timber bridge, complete with original guardrails.

		Use_Comment: The bridge was demolished as part of an MDT highway reconstruction project in 2015. 

		Status_Comment: The bridge no longer exists

		Status: [Unknown]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT demolished the bridge in 2015. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge was demolished and is no longer counted among State Heritage Properties. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline 

		Date_Recorded: 11/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Failed]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
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State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
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Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
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Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24SH0886

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Plentywood

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site was not formally evaluated, yet a determination of National Register listing eligibility was made.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of six tipi ring size stone circles, six cairns (four of which appear to be aligned) and a limited scattering of chipped stone debitage and FCR in moderately undulating prairie.  The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between an unknown entity and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
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Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
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Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: limited and sporadic livestock grazing

		Current Use: limited and sporadic livestock grazing

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PA1307

		Property_Name: Lithic scatter

		Property_Town: Livingston

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site was inspected by DNRC and SHPO staff approximately 1 year after it was documented.  No artifacts or chipped stone debitage was observed at that time.  The site appears to be on a denuded ridge top where the chance for buried cultural remains is unlikely.  Some level of subsurface testing is needed to validate whether in situ cultural materials are resent in the site.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site was documented to contain at least 12 formal chipped stone tools and numerous pieces of chipped stone detritus.  Diagnostic artifacts collected from the site surface are largely Duncan/Hanna style points.

		Use_Comment: The legitimacy of this site is questionable.

		Status_Comment: The site is on a stable landform.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The site is on a stable landform. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is on a stable landform.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is on a stable landform.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite deposits

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24VL1113

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Glasgow

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a reasonably stable environment.  It is currently intact.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of several possible stratified components in a terrace adjoining Antelope Creek. The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between an unknown entity and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: Airway Beacon

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24MO1725

		Property_Name: Bonita Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Clinton

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The integrity of the beacon has been diminished by the removal of the generator shed and the erection of additional transmission towers in the beacon’s immediate vicinity. The new towers obliterated the site of the generator shed.  Despite the loss of the shed, the tower retains its integrity of location, design, and materials. Its function as an airway is distinctive from the newer, non-historic towers.    

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Bonita Airway Beacon consists of the beacon and a warming shed of indeterminate age. The beacon is significant for its association with the development of transcontinental passenger and airmail transportation in Montana.  Other than routine maintenance, the beacon has not been altered or modified to the point where its integrity has been significantly diminished.  

		Use_Comment: The beacon is a still functioning component of a lighted nighttime airway route in western Montana. 

		Status_Comment: The Bonita Airway Beacon still functions in its historic capacity.  However, the MDT plans to decommission the beacons in 2018 and seek a new owner or owners to assume responsibility for them.  The beacon will continue to operate until the decommissioning occurs and arrangements are made for its disposition. Because there are other transmission towers in close proximity, an alternate use of it may be possible. 

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 3,000

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The beacon is monitored to determine whether it is still operating (it is). The monitoring records are held at the MDT's Aeronautics Division. Because of recent discussions about whether to keep the beacons operating and the fact that, until recently, Aeronautics had nobody to maintain them (the previous person with the responsibility retired in 2016), the beacon has not been actively maintained. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [2]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: See below

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT made the decision to decommission the state's airway beacon system. The decision was based on public comment, the fact that the beacons are obsolete and no longer needed, and because of budgetary constraints at the Aeronautics Division. Consequently, sometime in 2018, the Bonita Airway Beacon will be decommissioned and a new owner or owners sought to assume responsibility for it and, possibly, other beacons. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The beacon is in good condition and has been regularly maintained. It still functions as a nighttime beacon. It maintains its historic integrity and is representative of the beacons installed along the Northern Transcontinental Airway route in 1935. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24PA1246

		Property_Name: Yellowstone River Bridge

		Property_Town: Livington

		Property_Date/Year: 1955

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge retains good integrity and is little changed from when it was constructed in 1955.  All of the original structural components are intact and unchanged and the bridge functions in its historic capacity.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Yellowstone River Bridge is a multi-span steel girder bridge that was constructed in 1955.  It is associated with the post-WWII MDT bridge programs to provide big bridges across the Yellowstone, Flathead and Missouri rivers.  The structure retains good integrity and is a excellent example of the type.  

		Use_Comment: The bridge still carries traffic over the Yellowstone River on US Highway 89 about five miles east of Livingston. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT has originally programmed the bridge for replacement as part of its Mission Interchange - North project.  However, financial constraints on the project resulted in this structure and the nearby railroad overpass being dropped from replacement. The bridge will continue to carry traffic over the Yellowstone River for the foreseeable future.     

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 700.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT routinely maintains the bridge and makes repairs to it on an as-needed basis.  The bridge is inspected every two years with the last inspection occurring in May 2017.  The inspection revealed no significant structural deficiencies.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT will continue to maintain and inspect the bridge for the foreseeable future. It is not in danger of failure.  

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/13/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The bridge is in good condition.  The MDT routinely maintains the structure and inspects it on two-year cycles.  There are no significant structural problems that make failure imminent.  A river pier was replaced in 2011.  That will help extend the life of the structure.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite (stone circles)

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24VL1904

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Glasgow

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a stable environment.  It is currently intact.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of eight tipi ring size stone circles, a stone arc, and a cairn. The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between the State Department and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/10/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: None

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24CA1773

		Property_Name: Hardy Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Cascade

		Property_Date/Year: 1937

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The beacon retains good integrity.  Located at its original site, the design of the tower is intact although the beacon light has been modified since 1937 to bring it up to current standards. The beacon, however, still functions as it did when built in 1937. The setting of the property is unchanged as is its basic workmanship and association with the National Parks Airway Route. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Hardy Creek Beacon consists of the beacon tower and a recent electrical shed. It is significant for its association with Montana's early aviation history and because it retains good integrity and is representative of the type of beacon towers constructed across Montana from the early 1930s to 1937. 

		Use_Comment: Until recently, the beacon was a functioning component of the north-south airway route in Montana between Monida Pass and Great Falls. The operating equipment has since failed and the MDT has not had the resources necessary to repair it. That coupled with the recent decision to decommission the beacons has rendered the future of the Hardy Airway Beacon cloudy. 

		Status_Comment: The beacon is currently not functioning and it is unlikely the MDT will repair the beacon to make it operational again. The MDT intends to decommission the beacon system and, hopefully, find a new owner for the heritage property. However, the beacon is located on land leased from the state and if it is not operational, the lease agreement states the beacon must be removed and the site reclaimed.  

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT is not currently expending money on the monitoring and maintenance of the beacon. It is anticipated that the state will decommission the beacon system in Montana and attempt to find a new owner or owners to assume responsibility for them. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The beacon is no longer functioning and is not likely to be repaired by MDT. The agency intends to decommission the 17 beacons in Montana and find a new owner or owners to assume responsibility and maintenance of them. Because this beacon is on land leased from DNRC, it might be necessary to remove the beacon at some point in the future. 

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT made the decision to decommission the 17 beacons under its control.  The decision was based on significant budget constraints on the Aeronautics Division (it can no longer afford to maintain them) and on the fact that current nighttime air navigation systems have rendered the beacon system obsolete and not widely used by pilots. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Despite the fact that the beacon is not functioning and not actively maintained, it is in good condition and does not appear to be suffering from neglect at the time of this writing. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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(2013) 
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Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
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Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
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Use: 
Historic Use:  
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Trail/travel corridor

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24CB0853

		Property_Name: Bad Pass Trail

		Property_Town: Big Horn Canyon

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact to historic period

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The segment on state land is still visible (the tread is still visible) and is further physically indicated by a series of low-profile cairns along its margin.  See site form update and associated photos.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Bad Pass Trail in south Carbon County.  It is listed in the National Register of Historic Places.  This trail was used by precontact native occupants of the region as well as fur traders and later by John Bozeman and Jim Bridger as part of the Bridger Trail routes.  

		Use_Comment: The segment on state land is still visible (the tread is still visible) and is further physically indicated by a series of low-profile cairns along its margin.  See site form update and associated photos.

		Status_Comment: The segment on state land is still visible (the tread is still visible) and is further physically indicated by a series of low-profile cairns along its margin.  See site form update and associated photos.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The segment on state land is still visible (the tread is still visible) and is further physically indicated by a series of low-profile cairns along its margin.  See site form update and associated photos.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is in a stable environment and is in no current danger of disturbance.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The segment on state land is still visible (the tread is still visible) and is further physically indicated by a series of low-profile cairns along its margin.  See site form update and associated photos.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Use: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24SB0965

		Property_Name: Browns Gulch Bridge

		Property_Town: Butte

		Property_Date/Year: 1917

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge retains good integrity of design, materials, and workmanship. It is an early example of a State Highway Commission-designed reinforced concrete slab structure with all the critical components intact and in good condition. The rural setting of the bridge is intact. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Browns Gulch Bridge is a one-span, reinforced concrete slab structure. It was constructed from the original standardized Montana Highway Commission design for this type of bridge and is one of only a very few of this design still standing in Montana. 

		Use_Comment: The bridge was constructed by Silver Bow County in 1917 on what was then a county road. The road now, however, is a secondary highway and under the administration of the MDT.

		Status_Comment: The MDT has programmed the bridge for replacement as part of a highway reconstruction project. As Browns Gulch continues to develop, the one-lane bridge can no longer handle the traffic demands placed on it. An Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) document was completed for the bridge in 2016 as partial mitigation under the Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement. 

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The bridge is not classified as a bridge by the MDT's Bridge Bureau, but as a culvert. It is 23' in length, which is 3' over the minimal length to qualify as a bridge and not a culvert. It was treated as a bridge for Section 106 purposes. It is actively maintained by the MDT, but is not inspected by the agency. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge is in fair condition, but is functionally obsolete and unable to meet current traffic demands. The bridge will be replaced in 2020 as part of a highway reconstruction project. A mitigation document has been completed and accepted by the National Park Service in 2016. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/14/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The bridge is in fair condition considering that it is a century old. The one-lane structure is suffering from significant spalling, effervescence and cracking. Reinforcing steel is exposed on the guardwalls.  The bridge is not in danger of failing any time soon, but is definitely showing signs of its age. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24FH0080

		Property_Name: Swan River Bridge

		Property_Town: Bigfork

		Property_Date/Year: 1963

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge is a representative example of a prestressed concrete structure. Unlike the Interstate bridges, prestressed bridges on primary and secondary highways didn't present the same uniformity of design and appearance. This particular bridge has not been modified or otherwise altered since its construction. All of the key components of the bridge are intact and functioning.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Swan River Bridge is a 4-span prestressed concrete structure. It is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A for its association with the MDT's post-WWII highway improvement programs and under Criterion C as an excellent example of a non-Interstate prestressed concrete bridge. 

		Use_Comment: The bridge functions in its original capacity and still carries traffic across the Swan River on Secondary Highway 209 east of Bigfork. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT programmed the bridge for replacement in 2012 because of its poor structural condition and because it no longer met the existing and future traffic demands placed on it. The agency will let the project to contract in December 2017 and it will be replaced in 2018. The MDT completed Historic American Engineering Record documentation for the bridge in 2013 and it was accepted by the National Park Service in 2014. 

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT routinely maintains the bridge and makes repairs to it on an as-needed basis. The department also inspects the bridge every two years with the last inspection occurring in September 2015.  The bridge will not be inspected again as it will be replaced in 2018.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT has scheduled this bridge for replacement. The severity of the structural condition outweighs the cost effectiveness of building a new bridge. Consequently, the bridge will be replaced and not rehabilitated. The MDT will continue to maintain it until replacement. The bridge was treated under the Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement and mitigated by HAER documentation.  

		Other_Comment: The MDT prepared an Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) document (HAER No. MT-147) for the bridge. The National Park Service accepted the documentation in the spring of 2014.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/16/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The bridge is in poor condition and has significant structural deficiencies.  The concrete deck of the bridge is failing and needs to be replaced. There is considerable cracking and spalling on the piers and abutments with rebar exposed and corroded. At least one of the piers is not in alignment with the bridge. The prestressed concrete beams are badly cracked and spalled with exposed and corroded cables.    

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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		Structures: 2

		Historic Use: Homestead

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24BH2271

		Property_Name: Shreve Homestead

		Property_Town: Decker, MT

		Property_Date/Year: 1893

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Excavation work took place at the site in 1998 as mitigation work intended to off-set future inundation of the site.  A detailed report of findings and site form update was prepared at that time.  Today the site is inundated by waters of Tongue River Reservoir.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is an abandoned historic homestead in the Tongue River drainage known as the Shreve Homestead.  In 1998 the site consisted of one shallow depression, five buildings, and two foundations where former buildings once stood.  The site has been abandoned since at least 1940.

		Use_Comment: Today the site is inundated by waters of Tongue River Reservoir.

		Status_Comment: Today the site is inundated by waters of Tongue River Reservoir.

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it was partially excavated and thoroughly documented for mitigative purposes, and it is now fully inundated by waters of Tongue River Reservoir.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 08/12/2015

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2016]

		Buildings: 5

		Objects: 1

		Condition_Integrity: [Failed]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form updates and photos.  Today the site is inundated by waters of Tongue River Reservoir.

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: 

		Current Use: Grazing/hayfield

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24BW0966

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Toston

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site was formally evaluated through archaeological investigative methods and demonstrated to contain intact, subsurface, culturally/temporally diagnostic and dateable cultural remains.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consisted of 49 tipi ring size stone circles on the stable terrace adjoining the Missouri River.  The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between DNRC and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer.  

		Use_Comment: Five stone circles in the site were destroyed with construction of a center-pivot in 2008.  These five features were mapped in detail and partially excavated prior to destruction.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The remaining features in the site are intact and currently in no danger of disturbance. 

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Staff of the SHPO and DNRC volunteered time to conduct mapping and test excavation work in the site.

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently in a stable environment and no additional adverse effects are presently identified.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 12/09/2013

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2014]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: 

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24FH0350

		Property_Name: Great Northern Railroad route in Flathead County

		Property_Town: Kalispell

		Property_Date/Year: 1887

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Great Northern Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Great Northern Railroad in Flathead County, Montana.

		Use_Comment: Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties no longer exist (for the most part), but some segments are partly used as hiking trails.

		Status_Comment: The portions of site 24FH0350 relevant to DNRC consist of those abandoned and salvaged segments of the Great Northern Railroad on state land in Flathead County, Montana that have reverted back to state ownership.  The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad.   

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Identifying a legally accessible, abandoned segment of railroad grade and fully restoring a 1/4 mile representative segment on state land is estimated to cost $215,000.  This is based on discussions with Montana Rail Link engineer, Nick Bailey (pers. comm. November 2011).  Included in the estimate is the cost of tracks and ties ($135 per linear foot), reconstruction of the grade where needed to provide structural integrity and to match original historic dimensions and materials, (continued below)

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because DNRC does not believe that it is worthy of restoration, but it may be feasible and consistent with the School Trust mandates to authorize an outside party to maintain and allow public utilization of selected segments of abandoned railroad grade for hiking/biking purposes. 

		Other_Comment: (continued) and denuding the grade of vegetation to match its original historic appearance.  Additionally, approximately 10 hours ($300) will be required annually of DNRC's Northwest Land Office staff time (travel and fuel costs included) to monitor the Heritage Property quarterly, and identify maintenance needs as they arise.  Current appraised value of this Heritage Property is zero dollars.  If $215,000 is invested into the restoration of 1/4 mile of railroad, the appraised market value is estimated to be the cost of the salvage price of the tracks and ties (approx. $20,000 at current scrap metal prices). The restored segment of railroad would appraise as an encumbrance to the land (T. Konency pers. comm 2011) on which it it located, and would probably result in a slight depreciation of real estate value.  Because it is unlikely that a restored segment of railroad would be attractive to the touring public, it is difficult to estimate if any additional tourist dollars would be spent locally if the Heritage Property is developed as proposed.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/28/2011

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 1

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form update and photos. The abandoned grade is typically covered with vegetation, but some segments have been converted to hiking and biking trails.  This appears to be a reasonable alternative to restoration.Structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on any of the state land in Flathead County. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Some segments are actively used and maintained by Burlington Northern.  Other segments are abandoned.

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24SA0199

		Property_Name: Northern Pacific Railroad in Sanders County

		Property_Town: Forsyth

		Property_Date/Year: 1885

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Northern Pacific Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Northern Pacific Railroad in Sanders County.

		Use_Comment: Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties no longer exist (for the most part), but some segments are partly used as local farm/ranch access roads.

		Status_Comment: The portions of site 24SA0199 relevant to DNRC's Antiquities Act requirements consist of fully abandoned and salvaged segments of the former Northern Pacific Railroad route in Sanders County, Montana that have reverted back to state ownership.  Associated structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on state land.    The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad.

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Because the abandoned segments of railroad on DNRC administered state land have been adequately documented, no additional preservation activities are planned. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the DNRC does not believe that it is worthy of any preservation efforts.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/25/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form updates and photos.  Some segments of the railroad are abandoned and some are still actively used.  Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties (for the most part) no longer exist, and the grade is typically covered with vegetation.  Structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on any of the state land in Sanders County.  The abandoned segments of the site are slowly being reclaimed through natural and cultural processes.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Classrooms, Lecture hall, Administration and Library facilities

		Current Use: Administration, university organizations, offices, meeting rooms lecture hall.

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: (24MO0471)

		Property_Name: University (Main) Hall 

		Property_Town: Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1898

		State_Agency: [University System/UM]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Great care has been taken by U M administration to repair and restore the exterior of Main Hall  at the center of the historic core of the UM historic district, It has maintained Its presence and is the focus of visual and functional campus life.   Main Hall remains the iconic image of the University of Montana, and is featured in university documents, media and communication.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: University (Main) Hall is the Signature building on the Missoula campus it was the first building authorized for construction by the legislature In 1897 and it was completed In 1898. Main Hall was designed in the Richardsonian Romanesque style by A.J. Gibson, revered and prolific Missoula architect, designer of the first 5 buildings on campus.  

		Use_Comment: Main Hall is well adapted to administration and office uses.  The one issue not yet solved is ADA compliance.  The basement is accessible by a ramp in the north side, and there are compliant restrooms and offices and meeting rooms in the basement.  

		Status_Comment: There are ongoing maintenance issues, as with any hundred and twenty year old structure.  

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: +

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: Campus tours generally begin in front of Main Hall, with both physical and cultural interpretation.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: University (Main ) Hall has the highest visibility of any building on campus

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Philip Maechling

		Date_Recorded: 01/08/2018

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: +

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Railroad

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24SH0418

		Property_Name: Great Northern Railroad Route in Sheridan County

		Property_Town: Plentywood

		Property_Date/Year: 1911-1913

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Great Nrothern Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Great Northern Railroad routes in Sheridan County.  The routes consists of the Bainville to Plentywood and Plentywood to Scobey branchlines. 

		Use_Comment: The site is actively used and operated my Montana Rail Link.

		Status_Comment: The site is actively used and operated my Montana Rail Link.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because DNRC does not own the segments of this railroad that cross state land.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/25/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 1

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is actively used and operated my Montana Rail Link.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite

		Current Use: minor foot traffic/recreational hiking

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24LN1120

		Property_Name: 77 UI 10

		Property_Town: Libby, MT

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Some level of testing needs to occur to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: A lithic scatter on a small point of land east of 24LN1119.  At the time of recordation (1977) the site was noted to be undisturbed. No cultural material was observed on the site surface during the 2017 inspection.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site is on a stable terrace.  No ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.  Some limited hiking may intermittently occur on the site surface.  It is unknown if significant cultural deposits were or are present in the site.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the site is on a stable terrace and no ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.

		Other_Comment: The site should never have been determined to be a National Register eligible property with the current available information.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/11/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: A portion of the site may have been disturbed with past road construction work, but some level of subsurface investigation is needed to determine the extent of the damage, and to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 3

		Historic Use: Temporary residence

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24BH2601

		Property_Name: Dam worker's cabin site

		Property_Town: Decker, MT

		Property_Date/Year: 1937-1940

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is abandoned and no standing structures exist today.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is an abandoned historic homestead in the Tongue River drainage known as the Dam worker's cabin site.  The site consists of two shallow depressions, three foundations where former buildings once stood, and three debris piles.  The site has been abandoned since a least 1940.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site is abandoned and the remaining foundations and depressions are being reclaimed by natural processes.  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because only foundations, debris piles, and shallow depressions remain.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 08/15/2015

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2016]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 2

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is abandoned and the remaining foundations and depressions are being reclaimed by natural processes.

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: DNRC's Anaconda Unit Office

		Current Use: DNRC's Anaconda Unit Office

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24DL0206

		Property_Name: DNRC Anaconda Unit Headquarters

		Property_Town: Anaconda

		Property_Date/Year: ca. 1910-1920

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the DNRC's Anaconda Unit Office buildings.

		Use_Comment: The property is actively used and maintained, because it serves as the DNRC's Anaconda Unit Office.

		Status_Comment: Some of the structures constituting the site are periodically upgraded and remodeled when funding is available, but modifications to the structures have been contemporary designs and materials.  Little if any of the original historic qualities of the remodeled structures exist today.  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 0

		Preservation_Protection: 0

		Research: 600

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The above noted $600 of Stewardship Effort and Cost constitutes DNRC staff efforts to research and formally document the property.  Includes salary, travel time, rental of vehicle from the State Motorpool, and gas. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment:  The site is stable so it is given a #5 in rank.  It should be monitored closely to avoid deterioration or adverse effects to the structures constituting the site.

		Other_Comment: (continued) but in good physical condition-- probably due to its creosote saturated boards. The 1913 residence is currently condemned and needs to be extensively stabilized and remodeled.  Cost to rehabilitate the structure using as many period style materials as possible and maintain that property for a period of 10 years is estimated to be $120,000.The log barn can be restored and maintained for ten years for an estimated cost of $40,000 (includes raising the barn and pouring a concrete foundation/footings). The Anaconda Unit Office, although publicly accessible, is difficult to promote as a tourist destination because it is actively used for administration of school trust land and fire suppression.  If site 24DL0206 is developed for tourism purposes it is recommended that a kiosk with interpretive signage be established in a location that will interfere minimally with administrative duties of DNRC staff and general traffic flow along State Highway 1.  Additionally, to limit state liability, it would be necessary to hire a seasonal worker to give regularly scheduled tours to the public.  Because the property is located along a major thoroughfare between Anaconda and Georgetown Lake, it is unlikely that development and promotion of site 24DL0206 for tourism purposes would noticeably increase the amount of tourist dollars spent locally.  Restoration of the two original structures would likely increase the property value.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 08/05/2011

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 7

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  Three structures have not been modified and appear today much or as they did at the time of their construction. Three structures in the site retain integrity (would be recognizable to someone who viewed them ca. 1910-1920).  These are the former USFS barn, the residence, and the cistern.  Although limited funding became available to paint and lift the barn, it needs additional rehabilitation work to preserve its historic qualities.  The residence is abandoned and is rapidly deteriorating (currently considered uninhabitable).   The cistern is abandoned, (continued below)

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite (stone circles)

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24VL1115

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Glasgow

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a stable environment.  It is currently intact.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of sixteen tipi ring size stone circles and a stone arc. The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between an unknown entity and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/10/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Residence

		Current Use: Residence

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24FH1345

		Property_Name: Louie & Carol Phillips Residence

		Property_Town: Kalispell

		Property_Date/Year: 1950

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The residence retains excellent integrity and is an intact example of an early post-World War II Ranch-style dwelling. It exhibits integrity of location, design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. There have been virtually no changes to the exterior of the residence since it was constructed in 1950.  It retains its original massing, fenestration, windows, and even garage doors. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Phillips Residence is a brick Ranch style residence with attached garage. The custom-built residence retains all the classic elements of the style, including the horizontal orientation, exterior chimneys, large windows, fenestration, and lack of exterior details, except in the south projection. An unusual feature is the brick exterior, built of bricks salvaged from the Elrod School (built in 1901). 

		Use_Comment: The MDT owns the house and rents it tenants on a yearly lease basis. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT rents the house to tenants. Its up to the tenants to pay utilities and to maintain the house to the best of their ability. The MDT is responsible for ensuring the property taxes are paid and for repairs. The MDT has no plans to sell the property anytime soon.  Impacts to the historic integrity of the property are unlikely to occur and the property is stable. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 500.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: MDT personnel inspect the property bi-annually to ensure that it is maintained. Although the tenants are responsible for the utilities and upkeep of the property, the MDT is quick to make repairs and replace appliances when necessary. The MDT did not have to make any major repairs to the property in 2017. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT is well aware of the National Register status of the residence and has no immediate plans to sell the property.  Likewise, there are no plans to do any work to the residence that might compromise the integrity of the property. 

		Other_Comment: The MDT is not in the business of being a landlord. The property was acquired several years ago because of the now-completed Kalispell Bypass project. At some point in the future, the agency is going to sell the property.  It is not anticipated that the property would be sold in 2018, however. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/07/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The property is well preserved and well maintained. MDT real estate personnel inspect the property twice a year to ensure that the property is well taken care of. The author visited the property in October 2017 and noted that the yard is mowed and the property in good condition. The MDT will continue to maintain the property as long as it owns it. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
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Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24PA1137

		Property_Name: Northern Pacific Railway Overpass

		Property_Town: Livingston

		Property_Date/Year: 1955

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The railroad overpass retains good integrity and is representative of the type of reinforced concrete T-beam structures built by the MDT in the years following WWII.  It retains its original configuration, materials, and the setting is largely intact.  The bridge is a good example of the type.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The overpass is a 3-span reinforced concrete T-beam structure that was built in 1955.  It is significant as one of only a few reinforced concrete railroad overpasses built during the 1950s and is representative of the post-WWII highway/bridge building boom in the state.  The bridge also retains a high degree of integrity and is a good example of the style.   

		Use_Comment: The overpass carries traffic over the Montana Rail Link (formerly Northern Pacific) tracks on US Highway 89 about 5 miles east of Livingston. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT had programmed the overpass for replacement as part of its Mission Interchange - North project. However, the replacement of the overpass was dropped from the project because of financial constraints. Even though the highway is being reconstructed, the overpass will remain and continue to carry traffic over the railroad for the foreseeable future.   

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 700.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT routinely maintains the overpass and makes repairs on an as-needed basis.  The structure was inspected in March 2016 and will be re-inspected in the spring of 2018.  The last inspection revealed no significant structural problems other than what can be expected because of the age of the overpass.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The overpass was dropped from replacement as part of the current highway reconstruction project on US 89. It will continue to be routinely maintained and inspected biennially for the foreseeable future. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/13/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The overpass is in good condition and there are no significant structural deficiencies.  It has not been significantly altered since its construction in 1955.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Business Administration and Education

		Current Use: University education classes, university classes and functions, faculty staff day care

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24MO0471

		Property_Name: Phyllis J. Washington Education Center

		Property_Town: UM Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1950

		State_Agency: [University System/UM]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The original building has retained its integrity, however the new additions , while compatible with the mid-century modern original building, overwhelm it in sheer volume, mass and bulk.  This not a negative impact, to the 1950 building, or to the campus.  All buildings on campus were "modern" buildings when they were built, and are representative of their contemporary architectural style.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: Built in 1950, the original Business Administration and Education building was part of the post-World War II building campaign of 1950 to 1963.  

		Use_Comment: With the additions and functional upgrades funded by Washington foundation and others, beginning in 2009, the education center use/functionality has expanded greatly and improved. 

		Status_Comment: 

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: 

		Date_Recorded: 

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24TT0408

		Property_Name: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad route in Teton County

		Property_Town: Augusta

		Property_Date/Year: 1906-1970

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad route in Teton County.

		Use_Comment: Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties no longer exist (for the most part), but some segments are partly used as local farm/ranch access roads.

		Status_Comment: The portions of site 24TT0408 relevant to DNRC's Antiquities Act responsibilities consist of those abandoned and salvaged segments on state land in Teton County, Montana, that have reverted back to state ownership.  The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad. 

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because DNRC does not believe that it is worthy of any preservation efforts.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/25/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form update and photos.  Today, the grade of the railroad is salvaged, abandoned, and typically covered with vegetation.   Structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on any of the state land in Teton County. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
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Historic Use:  
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Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: demolished

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24FR0803

		Property_Name: Milwaukee Road Overpass

		Property_Town: Lewistown

		Property_Date/Year: 1936

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The overpass retained good integrity, but was demolished in 2015. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Milwaukee Road Overpass was a 5-span reinforced concrete bridge that once crossed the Milwaukee Road Railroad. It was significant for its association with the New Deal "make work" programs of the Great Depression and as an excellent example of a reinforced concrete T-beam bridge. 

		Use_Comment: The overpass was demolished in 2015 and no longer exists. 

		Status_Comment: N/A

		Status: [Unknown]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The overpass was demolished in 2015. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The overpass no longer exists. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Failed]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The MDT demolished the overpass in 2015 and constructed a new roadway on a new alignment. The railroad had been abandoned in 1980 and the abandoned grade had not been re-purposed as a walking path. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Homestead

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24BH2349

		Property_Name: Lee Homestead

		Property_Town: Decker

		Property_Date/Year: 1891

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Lee Homestead was among the earliest of homesteads established in the Decker area of Montana.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Lee Homestead in south Rosebud County.  It is listed in the National Register of Historic Places.

		Use_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Status_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [4]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #4 in rank because the homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The homestead buildings are abandoned and continue to deteriorate from neglect.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact vision quest

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24TL0227

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Toole

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a stable environment.  It is currently intact.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of a stacked, small diameter, roughly circular arrangement of stone on Middle Butte in the Sweet Grass Hills. The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between the DNRC and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Highway Bridge

		Current Use: Highway Bridge 

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24DL0267

		Property_Name: California Creek Bridge

		Property_Town: Anaconda

		Property_Date/Year: 1940

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge retains good integrity of location and design and exhibits the standard Montana Highway Department timber bridge design,including the original guardrails. There have been no changes in the materials on the structure and all of its original components are intact and unchanged.  The setting of the property has not changed appreciably, nor has its feeling and association.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The bridge is a one-span treated timber structure. It is representative of the standard type of treated timber bridges designed and built by the Montana Highway Department from 1915 until 1941. The bridge retains all of the original structural components, including the original double-railed timber guardrails. It displays a completeness of design that is rare on Montana's 2-lane highways.

		Use_Comment: The bridge still functions as a highway bridge and carries traffic on Secondary Highway 569.

		Status_Comment: Although the MDT still maintains the bridge, it has been programmed for replacement.  The project is scheduled for contract letting in 2021.  Until that time, it will continue to function in its current capacity. 

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 700.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The bridge is inspected every two years, the last inspection occurring in July 2017. The inspection revealed no critical structural deficiencies in the bridge that would warrant its immediate closure. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [2]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT has scheduled the bridge for replacement in 2021.  Although it is in good condition, it has serious structural deficiencies, including cracked and split stringers. The bridge is obsolete and has continued to serve Montana motorists long after its designed 50-year lifespan. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Despite its age, the bridge is in good condition.  It does show its age from wear, including cracked and split timber stringers under the deck. None of the issues are, however, bad enough to fear that it will fail in the near future. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Mineral exploration

		Current Use: Timber management

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24MO0704

		Property_Name: Clinton Mining District

		Property_Town: Clinton, MT

		Property_Date/Year: 1905

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 1

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The features associated with site 24MO1679 are stable and outside areas of expected project related disturbances.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Clinton Mining District site operated largely from 1905-1912 and produced a comparatively small volume of copper, silver, lead, and gold.  Five parcels of state land are within the District boundaries, but only site 24MO1679 (the remains of two cabins and a series of prospect pits) has been identified to date on these state tracts.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: Most of the mineral exploration features associated with the District are outside of state land.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because, because very few associated features are located on state land and these features are relatively stable.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 05/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Natural forces are likely to be more of a debilitating factor than cultural forces.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact rock alignments

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24TT0031

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Chouteau

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is nominated to the National Register because of an assumption that the rock features are associated with the Old North Trail.  The arrangement and topographic setting might alternately indicate communal bison hunting activities as opposed to a travel along the Old North Trail.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of several cairns and cairn alignments south of a reach of the Teton River.   The site is document as part of the Old North Trail.  The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between an unknown entity and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Highway Section House

		Current Use: Highway Section House

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24LC2241

		Property_Name: MacDonld Pass Section House

		Property_Town: Helena

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The exterior of the section house was remodeled in the 1970s by the addition of new siding over the rustic half-log exterior and the replacement of the original windows. The remaining buildings, structures, and object on the site are essentially unchanged and date to from the 1930s to the 1950s. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The MacDonald Pass Section House consists of 6 features: the section house, garage, 2 outbuildings, privy and cobblestone roadside fountain. The section house still functions in its historic capacity and is an important component of the MDT’s operations on US Highway 12 between Helena and Elliston. The site is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A and C.

		Use_Comment: The section house originated as a refuge for stranded motorists on Mac Pass and as a strategic place to tackle snow removal and other maintenance activities on the pass. The site still functions in that capacity and is an important maintenance site on MDT's system. 

		Status_Comment: The section house continues to function in its historic capacity.  It still houses snow removal equipment and other road maintenance equipment important to keeping the pass open and safe for travelers. The section house still functions as a refuge for stranded motorists. The MDT has no plans to abandon or change the site's appearance or function. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 7,000.00

		Monitoring: +

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MacDonald Pass Section House is a critical component to the MDT's Maintenance activities.  It is monitored by the department's Maintenance and Real Estate sections and is routinely maintained as it is still an actively-used site. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT actively utilizes this site and maintains it. There are no plans to abandon the site or replace the historic buildings on it. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2016]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The section house is in good condition. The buildings all retain their historic footprint, if not their historic appearance.  They are routinely monitored by MDT Maintenance staff (one lives at the site) and is actively maintained by the agency. There are no overt signs of deterioration of the historic privy or roadside fountain and their historic significance is known to the department. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: Airway Beacon

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24CA1773

		Property_Name: Hardy Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Cascade

		Property_Date/Year: 1937

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The beacon retains good integrity.  Located at its original site, the design of the tower is intact although the beacon light has been modified since 1937 to bring it up to current standards. The beacon, however, still functions as it did when built in 1937. The setting of the property is unchanged as is its basic workmanship and association with the National Parks Airway Route. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Hardy Creek Beacon consists of the beacon tower and a recent electrical shed. It is significant for its association with Montana's early aviation history and because it retains good integrity and is representative of the type of beacon towers constructed across Montana from the early 1930s to 1937. 

		Use_Comment: Until recently, the beacon was a functioning component of the north-south airway route in Montana between Monida Pass and Great Falls. The operating equipment has since failed and the MDT has not had the resources necessary to repair it. That coupled with the recent decision to decommission the beacons has rendered the future of the Hardy Airway Beacon cloudy. 

		Status_Comment: The beacon is currently not functioning and it is unlikely the MDT will repair the beacon to make it operational again. The MDT intends to decommission the beacon system and, hopefully, find a new owner for the heritage property. However, the beacon is located on land leased from the state and if it is not operational, the lease agreement states the beacon must be removed and the site reclaimed.  

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT is not currently expending money on the monitoring and maintenance of the beacon. It is anticipated that the state will decommission the beacon system in Montana and attempt to find a new owner or owners to assume responsibility for them. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [2]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The beacon is no longer functioning and is not likely to be repaired by MDT. The agency intends to decommission the 17 beacons in Montana and find a new owner or owners to assume responsibility and maintenance of them. Because this beacon is on land leased from DNRC, it might be necessary to remove the beacon at some point in the future. 

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT made the decision to decommission the 17 beacons under its control.  The decision was based on significant budget constraints on the Aeronautics Division (it can no longer afford to maintain them) and on the fact that current nighttime air navigation systems have rendered the beacon system obsolete and not widely used by pilots. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Despite the fact that the beacon is not functioning and not actively maintained, it is in good condition and does not appear to be suffering from neglect at the time of this writing. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 
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Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular bridge 

		Current Use: Vehicular bridge 

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24LC0550

		Property_Name: Elk Creek Bridge 

		Property_Town: Augusta 

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge retains excellent integrity and has not been altered since its construction in 1935.  All of the critical structural components, including the distinctive concrete guardrails, are present and in good condition.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Elk Creek Bridge is a 2-span reinforced concrete T-beam built in 1935.  The bridge is an excellent example of a multi-span reinforced concrete T-beam bridge that has not been altered or otherwise modified since its construction.  It is, moreover, associated with the New Deal funding programs of the Great Depression.  

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The MDT has scheduled the bridge for rehabilitation.  The rehabilitation will include the removal of the original concrete guardrails and the widening of the structure.  The work may occur during this reporting period depending on funding.  The MDT has mitigated the structure under the terms of the Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement.  

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 600.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT routinely maintains the bridge and makes repairs to it on an as-needed basis.  The department also inspects the bridge every two years with the last inspection occurring in April 2014.  The inspection did not reveal any significant structural deficiencies.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [4]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge has been scheduled for rehabilitation that will result in the loss of the concrete guardrails.  The project may occur during this reporting period.  Until that time, the MDT will maintain the bridge and inspect it on two year cycles.  The MDT mitigated the bridge under the Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement.  

		Other_Comment: The MDT completed an Historic American Engineering Record (HAER) document for the Elk Creek Bridge in 2014.   The National Park Service accepted the documentation in late 2014.  A copy of the document is on file at the SHPO.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 12/14/2015

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2016]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The bridge is in good condition.  The last bridge inspection did not reveal any significant structural deficiencies.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24FH0517

		Property_Name: Flathead River Bridge 

		Property_Town: Bigfork

		Property_Date/Year: 1955

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The integrity of the bridge is excellent. It displays the standard steel girder design utilized throughout Montana over particularly wide river crossings from circa 1933 until the early 1960s.  All of the original structural components are intact as is the historic appearance of the bridge.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Flathead River Bridge is a 4-span steel girder structure that was built in 1955.  It is significant for its  association with the post-WWII highway program in Montana and because it retains a high degree of integrity as an exemplary example of a simple steel girder bridge. 

		Use_Comment: The bridge carries traffic across the Flathead River on Montana Highway 82. There have been no changes to the use or function of the structure. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT has canceled the project that would have replaced this bridge.  It is regularly maintained and routinely inspected. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 700.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT routinely maintains this bridge and makes repairs to it on an as-needed basis.  The bridge is inspected every two years with the last inspection occurring in 2016.  The inspection revealed no significant structural deficiencies.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: See Below

		Other_Comment: The MDT has canceled the bridge replacement project for this structure.  It is no longer threatened and will not be re-programmed in 2018.  The bridge will continue to function in its historic capacity.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The Flathead River Bridge is in good condition.  The 2016 bridge inspection discovered no significant structural problems.  However, the bridge is fracture critical, meaning that if one of the steel girders fails, the entire structure will fail.  The MDT has been endeavoring to replace fracture critical bridges because of potential safety issues.  This bridge was not deemed a priority.    

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact stone circles and older buried component

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24TT0083

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Chouteau

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a reasonably stable environment.  It is currently intact.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of several stone circles on the ground surface and a buried component exposed beneath the stone circles in a cutbank profile along a reach of the Teton River. The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between an unknown entity and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Trail/travel corridor

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24CH0884

		Property_Name: Teton River Crossing portion of the Whoop-Up Trail Historic District

		Property_Town: Fort Benton

		Property_Date/Year: 1884-1885

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Whoop-Up Trail at, and in the vicinity of, the Teton River.  

		Use_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Status_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is in a stable environment and is in no current danger of disturbance.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact trail/travel corridor

		Current Use: Some of the original trail route on state land is within the paved Landers Fork County road.

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24LC1211

		Property_Name: Cokahlarishkit Trail 

		Property_Town: Lincoln

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is the route of the "River of the road to the buffalo" trail that originally extended from Hell Gate to the Sun River, and was largely used by Precontact Native groups residing west of the Continental Divde.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the "River of the road to the buffalo" trail that originally extended from Hell Gate to the Sun River, and was largely used by Precontact Native groups residing west of the Continental Divde. No visible segments of trail tread exist today on State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: No additional disturbances are expected to the trial route.  A trail tread is no longer visible on any applicable tract of state land. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: A trail tread is no longer visible on any applicable tract of state land. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because a trail tread is no longer visible on any applicable tract of state land.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/27/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: A trail tread is no longer visible on any applicable tract of state land. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24FH1256

		Property_Name: South Fork of the Flathead River Bridge

		Property_Town: Hungry Horse

		Property_Date/Year: 1938

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The integrity of the bridge is good. It displays the standard steel girder design utilized throughout Montana over particularly wide river crossings during the 1930s. The type was not widely used by the MDT because it still favored truss bridges for wide river crossings. All of the original structural components are intact as is the historic appearance of the bridge.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The South Fork of Flathead River Bridge is a 5-span steel girder structure with two reinforced concrete T-beam approach spans.  It is eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A because of its association with the MDT's Great Depression bridge programs as a relatively rare example of a 1930s era steel girder bridge.  It is eligible under Criterion C for its high degree of integrity.  

		Use_Comment: The bridge still crosses US Highway 2 on the west side of Hungry Horse. A new bridge to replace it, however, is currently under construction (2017). 

		Status_Comment: The bridge was programmed for replacement in 2015. The MDT let the project to contract in the spring of 2017 and it is currently under construction. The bridge is still in use, but will be closed and demolished when the current project is completed. The bridge was treated under the MDT's Historic Roads & Bridges programmatic agreement. 

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT intends to remove the bridge in 2018.  Consequently, maintenance to it is minimal (snow removal) and it will not be inspected again. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge will likely be demolished in 2018 with the completion of the current bridge replacement project. The bridge was treated under the terms of the MDT's Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement.  A HAER document was prepared for the structure and the National Park Service accepted it in 2017.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The South Fork of the Flathead River Bridge is in good condition, but does not meet current traffic demands. The last bridge inspection did not discover any significant structural problems. The bridge, however, is fracture critical, meaning that if one of the steel girders fails, the entire structure will fail.  The MDT has been endeavoring to replace fracture critical bridges because of potential safety issues.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Classrooms, offices meeting spaces

		Current Use: Classrooms, offices meeting spaces

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24MO0471

		Property_Name: Liberal Arts Building, 

		Property_Town: UM Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1954

		State_Agency: [University System/UM]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Mid-century Modern building that was altered to meet energy conservation intent by filling in the continuous bands of fenestration on all three floors in the mid 1970's.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The original portion of this building, shaped like a backward L, was built in 1953 with the addition built to the west in 1962 which changed the shape of the building to an E. J.G. Link designed the first section.  Academic building constructed as part of the post WW II suite of buildings intended to meet the growing student body and need for liberal arts classrooms and faculty offices.  

		Use_Comment: Upgrading systems is in the UM LRBP

		Status_Comment: Upgrading systems is in the UM LRBP.  The legislature did not approve UM LRBP proposals in 2017

		Status: [Improving]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [2]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: Rehabilitation and interior systems improvements are part of the UM LRBP.

		Other_Comment: Recent and ongoing efforts to replace fenestration that was filled in in the 1970's will go a long way toward returning the building to its post war modern style.  .  

		Reported_By: Philip Maechling

		Date_Recorded: 12/21/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Ongoing improvements are proposed, along with continuing window opening restoration. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Railroad

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24RV0132

		Property_Name: Great Northern Railroad route in Roosevelt County

		Property_Town: Bainville, MT

		Property_Date/Year: 1909

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Great Northern Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads, but no longer exists.  The main route (Hi-Line) and the Bainville to Plentywood branchline are owned and operated (actively used and maintained) by Burlington Northern.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Great Northern Railroad route in Roosevelt County.   

		Use_Comment: See site form and associated photos.  Both Roosevelt County routes are actively used and maintained by BN.

		Status_Comment: See site form and associated photos.  Both Roosevelt County routes are actively used and maintained by BN.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because no segment in Roosevelt County is currently state owned.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/25/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See site form and associated photos.  Both Roosevelt County routes are actively used and maintained by BN.

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Chert extraction locality (marginal)

		Current Use: None

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24LC0864

		Property_Name: Prehistoric chert quarry

		Property_Town: Lincoln

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of a natural exposure of a chert (red, purple, tan, white, brown) west of Lincoln, MT, at the east side of the Landers Fork drainage.  The chert material was minimally exploited by past Native American occupants of the region for use in stone tool manufacture.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site has been mapped and examined using a series of auger tests, shovel tests, and formal excavation units.  The chert material is only marginal for use in stone tool production, so it was not heavily exploited by past Native American occupants. Subsurface examination  indicates a lack of deeply buried cultural materials that retain contextual integrity.  The time periods of site use are unknown.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The DNRC should make an effort to periodically monitor the site (5 year intervals) in order to assess site condition and any potential threats to its integrity.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is in a stable environment with no immediate danger of natural or man-caused disturbance.  As such, no preservation measures or stabilization work is currently recommended.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 03/23/2013

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2014]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The resource is on a stable landform and is currently in little danger of being disturbed by natural or cultural forces.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
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Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
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Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
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Use: 
Historic Use:  
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Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: Airway Beacon

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24GA1962

		Property_Name: Strawberry Mountain Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Logan

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The beacon site retains integrity of location and setting as there has been no development in the vicinity of the beacon since its construction and its setting remains rural.  Other than the routine maintenance of the beacon light itself, there have been no changes to the tower, and the generator house.  The materials are intact as is the feeling of the site and association with the airway beacon route in MT. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of an airway beacon tower, generator shed and power line. The site is significant for its association with the development of transcontinental passenger and airmail transportation in the United States and Montana.  Other than routine maintenance, the beacon has not been altered or modified to the point where its integrity has been diminished.  The tower and shed are intact and unchanged.  

		Use_Comment: The beacon is a still functioning component of a lighted nighttime airway beacon route in western and southwestern MT. There are 17 beacons in the system that are maintained by the MDT's Aeronautics Division. 

		Status_Comment: The beacons in MT have been the source of controversy in that the MDT plans to decommission the system and attempt to transfer ownership of them to private individuals or groups. The current plan is for the MDT to continue maintaining the Mac Pass, Spokane Hill, and Strawberry Mountain beacons for at least until the end of Fiscal Year 2018. After that, it is not known what will occur for these three beacons. 

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 1,000

		Monitoring: 1,000

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The beacon is routinely monitored and maintained. It is a still-functioning nighttime beacon and will continue to be actively maintained at least until the end of FY 2018. The costs above reflect occasional site visits by Aeronautic's staff and repair or replacement of key components of the beacon. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The beacon is actively maintained and monitored.  However, its future as a state-owned heritage property is somewhat cloudy at this point. 

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT decided to decommission all 17 airway beacons because they are no longer necessary to air navigation. The agency will continue to maintain the Mac Pass, Spokane Hill, and Strawberry Mountain beacons until July 1, 2018. All beacons but those three will be turned off. The MDT will attempt to find new owners for the beacons.  For those that cannot be "adopted out," they will be removed at some point in the future.  It is not known when the process will be completed. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The Strawberry Mountain Airway Beacon is generally maintained and is still functioning. The beacon tower still stands and the beacon atop it continues to function in its historic capacity. The generator shed is still a key component of the site, but no longer houses the generator as the beacon is directly connected to a power line. The line is also intact. The site receives occasional visits and its general condition known to MDT staff.

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24BL1050

		Property_Name: Lodge Creek Bridge

		Property_Town: Chinook 

		Property_Date/Year: 1942

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge is a good example of the type. All of the original design components are intact and unchanged. There have been no modifications or alterations to the structure. It retains integrity of location, workmanship, feeling, and association with the Great Depression era highway program. The setting is diminished somewhat with Chinook's growth in the direction of the bridge.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Lodge Creek Bridge is a 3-span reinforced concrete T-beam structure.  The contract for the bridge was let before the US joined WWII and this is among the last T-beam bridges of this type built in Montana.  It retains excellent integrity and is a good example of the type.

		Use_Comment: The bridge continues to carry traffic over Lodge Creek on US Highway 2 east of Chinook. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT had scheduled the bridge for replacement, but that project was canceled and the bridge will continue in its historic function for the foreseeable future. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 700.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The bridge is routinely maintained on this busy section of US 2 east of Chinook. Maintenance occurs on an as-needed basis. There have not been any significant maintenance activities to the bridge since 2011. The bridge is regularly inspected for its structural condition.  The last inspection occurred in 2016.  The inspection found no significant structural problems with the bridge, contributing to its being dropped as a replacement project.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge will not be replaced any time soon. It will continue in its historic and present function as a bridge crossing on US 2 in north central Montana. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The bridge is in good condition. There has been some weathering to the structure since its construction in 1942, but its components are all in good condition and the bridge will continue to function in its historic capacity for the foreseeable future.  There are no plans to program a new project o replace this bridge.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Communal bison hunting

		Current Use: Grazing

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24RB1861

		Property_Name: McRae kill site

		Property_Town: Colstrip

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site contains bison kill and processing site materials.  See site form prepared by GCM Services (1999).

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The resource is a Native American bison kill and processing site partially on a tract of state land (largely on private land) in Rosebud County.  The site presumably dates to approximately 1000-1800 A.D.  

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site is currently undisturbed, but is surrounded by coal mining activity. There are no plans to develop the state and private lands containing the site.  The site is in a stable environment and is probably more affected by soil deposition than erosion.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Only limited testing and surface examination of the site has occurred.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The resource is given a #5 rank in DNRC priority because it is currently under no threat of natural or cultural disturbance.

		Other_Comment: The site is a good example of the kind of archaeological resource that could be easily developed for tourism purposes.  It is legally accessible via a well maintained, state highway.  It is located approximately 6 miles south of Stanford, Montana.  In order to develop the site for tourism, a parking lot with a crushed gravel surface of sufficient size to accommodate 6 sedans and 3 motor homes will be needed for visitor parking at the site locale (approximately 165 ft x 85 ft or $28,050).  Establishment of a 1 mile long x 2 ft wide walking trail with strategically placed interpretive signage is estimated to cost $5,280 or $.50 per square foot and $35,000 for kiosk display development (Paul Valle pers. comm. 2011).    The above noted costs are limited to initial development and management over a ten year period.  Perpetual maintenance costs (currently not calculated) will be required to adequately preserve and manage this property long term.  Once an estimated $68,330 is invested to cover initial construction and maintenance for a ten year period, the development will actually appraise as an encumbrance to the land, and the raw land value will decrease slightly (T. Konency pers. comm 2011).  It is also expected that development of the resource could generate an additional $5,000 tourist dollars per year to the economy of Colstrip.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/29/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site was visited  by DNRC staff in 2016 and appears just as described by GCM Services (1999) in the original site form. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Historic escape route

		Current Use: Some of the trail route is under paved county, state, and federal highways.  Other segments pass through rangeland or farmland.

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24BL2466

		Property_Name: Nez Perce Trail Route

		Property_Town: Chinook

		Property_Date/Year: 1877

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The route of the Nez Perce Trail is well documented.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Nez Perce Trail.  The Nez Perce Trail is the route taken by the non-treaty Nez Perce from the reservation in the Wallowa Valley of Oregon as they attempted to reach Sitting Bull's camp in Saskatchewan.  This portion of the site is specific to Blaine County, Montana.  No visible segments of the route were ever established.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The route is not a tangible element.  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment:  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is an intangible element on the landscape.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 11/14/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The route is not a tangible element, but it is well documented and occassionaly traveled today by various interest groups.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact bison kill and processing site

		Current Use: The site is developed for tourism and was operated until October 2017 by John and Anna Brumley of Havre, MT.

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24HL0101

		Property_Name: Wahkpa Chu'gn buffalo kill 

		Property_Town: Havre

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The kill was used by Precontact Native American occupants of the region assigned to the chronologically successive Besant, Avonlea, and Old Womens archaeological cultures (ca. 2000-500 RCYBP).

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is a multi-component bison kill and processing site at the south margin of the Milk River at Havre, MT.  Approximately 1/3 of the bison kill is on State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.  The remainder is on land owned by the Hill County.  Hill County holds an easement from DNRC to manage the entire site area as a county park.  

		Use_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction.

		Status_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  Funds to operate and maintain the site have been derived exclusively through grants and private donations.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction.

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  Funds to operate and maintain the site have been derived exclusively through grants and private donations.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction. The display houses covering open excavation units will fall into disrepair if not annually maintained.

		Maintenance_Needs: [4]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #4 in rank because the display houses covering open excavation units will fall into disrepair if not annually maintained.  Similarly, gravity and spring runoff will slowly eroded the walls of the open excavation units covered by the display houses.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/27/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  Funds to operate and maintain the site have been derived exclusively through grants and private donations.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact bison kill and processing site

		Current Use: The site is developed for tourism and was operated until October 2017 by John and Anna Brumley of Havre, MT.

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24HL0101

		Property_Name: Wahkpa Chu'gn buffalo kill 

		Property_Town: Havre

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The kill was used by Precontact Native American occupants of the region assigned to the chronologically successive Besant, Avonlea, and Old Womens archaeological cultures (ca. 2000-500 RCYBP).

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is a multi-component bison kill and processing site at the south margin of the Milk River at Havre, MT.  Approximately 1/3 of the bison kill is on State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.  The remainder is on land owned by the Hill County.  Hill County holds an easement from DNRC to manage the entire site area as a county park.  

		Use_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction.

		Status_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  Funds to operate and maintain the site have been derived exclusively through grants and private donations.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction.

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  Funds to operate and maintain the site have been derived exclusively through grants and private donations.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction. The display houses covering open excavation units will fall into disrepair if not annually maintained.

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #3 in rank because the display houses covering open excavation units will fall into disrepair if not annually maintained.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/27/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: John and Anna Brumley operated and maintained the site until recently.  Funds to operate and maintain the site have been derived exclusively through grants and private donations.  It is presently unknown if anyone will continue operating and maintaining the site as a tourist attraction.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Self-gratifying graffiti

		Current Use: rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24RB2245

		Property_Name: Historic "Kid Curry" inscription

		Property_Town: Ingomar

		Property_Date/Year: 1901

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Kid Curry a.k.a, Harvey Logan, was a well known outlaw and member of the Hole-in-the-Wall gang.  His last known date in Montana was 1901.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is a prominent sandstone hoodoo NW of Ingomar, MT where an inscription that reads "Kid Curry 1901" is located.  The inscription is believed to be legitimate, and the hoodoo is near the route of the Outlaw Trail.

		Use_Comment: Because the friable nature of the sandstone deposit containing the inscription,  the face of the outcrop is rapidly deteriorating (weathering).  The inscription will likely not exist in another 100 years.

		Status_Comment: If a compound or technique for in-place preservation is identified or developed in the near future, it should be applied to this site of local and regional significance, before the sandstone face fully exfoliates.

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The site has been documented and researched in detail.  It has also been scanned and printed using 3D technology. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #3 in rank because it is worthy of preservation, and although presently in good condition, it is beginning to weather and deteriorate.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/25/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form updates and photos.  Currently in good condition, but beginning to deteriorate.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Recreation

		Current Use: Fishing Access Site managed by the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PA0975

		Property_Name: Dailey Lake Fishing Access Site

		Property_Town: Emigrant, MT

		Property_Date/Year: Pecontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The archaeological resource is within a fishing access site.  Boat ramps are located at the margins of the resource, and picnic tables, cooking areas, latrines, and garbage cans are situated within the site boundaries.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is a moderate scatter of chipped stone tools and debris along the north shore of Dailey Lake.  The site was test excavated  using six 1 square meter units.  A few stone tools including a possible Paleoindian (Agate Basin?) projectile point base was collected from the site surface, and a C-14 date of approximately 6060 RCYBP was obtained on a soil sample.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The level of surface disturbance, associated with intermittent an small scale pedestrian recreation, has not changed appreciably since 1993

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 4000

		Stewardship_Comment: The site was test excavated by Steve Aaberg in 1993 in an effort to determine National Register listing eligibility.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because, because outside of the latrine locality, past and resent disturbance is restricted to the ground surface.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 05/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The surface of the site experiences intermittent pedestrian traffic.  Picnic tables, cooking facilities, and latrines are also located on the site surface.  Cultural materials below the ground surface are largely intact.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Native American campsite

		Current Use: Grazing

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24JF0110_0111

		Property_Name: Quinn Creek

		Property_Town: Boulder

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Cultural remains exist in a semi-stratified context, extend back in time approximately 3,000 years, and represent three distinct archaeologically defined cultures.  Archaeological investigative work was conducted in 1996 and 1997, and revealed a tremendous amount of information about past Native American occupants of the region (see Rennie and Hughes 1999).

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of a multi-component Native American campsite on a tract of state land in Jefferson County.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: Largely unchanged since 1994. However, meadow vole activity and root development will continue to disturb cultural materials in the site. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Archaeological work was conducted using volunteers.  Specialized analyses cost approximately $5,000.  These funds were obtained from the party responsible for illegal road construction.  Estimated cost of a museum display and the generation of 500 copies of the corresponding archaeological report is $6,000. An estimated 3 hours ($100) will be required annually of DNRC's Central Land Office staff time (travel and fuel costs included) to monitor the Heritage Property, and identify maintenance needs as they arise.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: Because the site is in a reasonably stable  environment, it is ranked #5 in priority for DNRC. 

		Other_Comment: The site is probably not suitable for development as a tourist destination.  The state tract containing the site is not legally accessible, so an easement or other permission would have to be obtained from the adjoining landowner across whose property the majority of the access road passes.  Additionally, the large amount of chipped stone artifacts on and beneath the ground surface would likely entice uncontrolled artifact collecting.  Instead, it is recommended here that funds be made available to develop a professional quality display in the Montana State Historical Society Museum of selected artifacts recovered from site 24JF0110, as well as interpretive signage and photographs. In addition to the display materials, copies of the archaeological report can be made available for public consumption.  The above noted costs are limited to initial development and management over a ten year period.  Perpetual maintenance costs (currently not calculated) will be required to maintain a museum quality display long term.  

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 12/14/2011

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photo.   The reason for the 1996-1997 work in site 24JF0110 resulted from a road that was illegally constructed through the site boundary.  The DNRC resolved to determine whether or not the archaeological resource met the definition of a Heritage Property, and if it did what mitigation was reasonable to offset the damage caused by road construction.    

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 5000

		SubmitButton1: 
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Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Retired veterans home and cemetery

		Current Use: Actively used and maintained

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24FH0356

		Property_Name: Montana Soldier's Home

		Property_Town: Kalispell

		Property_Date/Year: 1889

		State_Agency: [DPHHS]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The cemetery and Soldier's Home buildings are administered by DPHHS, but the land on which these features set is State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Montana Soldier's Home and associated Cemetery.  The land was designated by the federal government at statehood, to serve as a retirement home for veterans of the Civil War-- even though the land is State School Trust.  The buildings and cemetery are administered by the DPHHS.  

		Use_Comment: The cemetery and Soldier's Home buildings are administered by DPHHS, but the land on which these features set is State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Status_Comment: The cemetery and Soldier's Home buildings are administered by DPHHS, but the land on which these features set is State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The cemetery and Soldier's Home buildings are administered by DPHHS, but the land on which these features set is State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is in a stable environment and is in no current danger of deterioration.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/27/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The cemetery and Soldier's Home buildings are administered by DPHHS, but the land on which these features set is State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Railroad

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24RL0308

		Property_Name: Great Northern Railroad route in Richland County

		Property_Town: Lambert

		Property_Date/Year: 1912

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Great Northern Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Great Northern Railroad route (New Rockford cut-off branchline) in Richland County.

		Use_Comment: The railroad segment is actively used and maintained by BNSF.

		Status_Comment: The New Rockford cut-off branchline is actively owned and maintained by BNSF.   The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad.   

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because DNRC does not own any of the railroad bed that crosses state land in Richland County.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form update and photos.  he New Rockford cut-off branchline is actively owned and maintained by BNSF.   The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Vehicle Road

		Current Use: Vehicle Road

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PR1965

		Property_Name: Ten Mile Road route in Powder River County

		Property_Town: Ashland

		Property_Date/Year: 1934-1935

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Ten Mile Road was a CCC project in 1934-1935.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Ten Mile Road in Powder River County.

		Use_Comment: The road segment is owned and maintained by the USFS.  One segment on state land (T4S R45E Section 36) contains two metal culverts with tags dating them to 1934 and 1935.

		Status_Comment: The DNRC does not own the actively used road bed or the two associated metal culverts described above on Section 36, T4S R45E.   

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The DNRC does not own the actively used road bed or the two associated metal culverts described above on Section 36, T4S R45E.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the DNRC does not own the actively used road bed or the two associated metal culverts described above on Section 36, T4S R45E.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form update and photos.  The DNRC does not own the actively used road bed or the two associated metal culverts described above on Section 36, T4S R45E.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24FH1256

		Property_Name: South Fork of the Flathead River Bridge

		Property_Town: Hungry Horse

		Property_Date/Year: 1938

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The integrity of the bridge is good. It displays the standard steel girder design utilized throughout Montana over particularly wide river crossings during the 1930s. The type was not widely used by the MDT because it still favored truss bridges for wide river crossings. All of the original structural components are intact as is the historic appearance of the bridge.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The South Fork of Flathead River Bridge is a 5-span steel girder structure with two reinforced concrete T-beam approach spans.  It is eligible for the NRHP under Criterion A because of its association with the MDT's Great Depression bridge programs as a relatively rare example of a 1930s era steel girder bridge.  It is eligible under Criterion C for its high degree of integrity.  

		Use_Comment: The bridge still crosses US Highway 2 on the west side of Hungry Horse. A new bridge to replace it, however, is currently under construction (2017). 

		Status_Comment: The bridge was programmed for replacement in 2015. The MDT let the project to contract in the spring of 2017 and it is currently under construction. The bridge is still in use, but will be closed and demolished when the current project is completed in 2018. The bridge was treated under the MDT's Historic Roads & Bridges programmatic agreement and a HAER document prepared in 2015. 

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT intends to remove the bridge in 2018.  Consequently, maintenance to it is minimal (snow removal) and it will not be inspected again. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge will likely be demolished in 2018 with the completion of the current bridge replacement project. The bridge was treated under the terms of the MDT's Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement.  A HAER document was prepared for the structure and the National Park Service accepted it in 2017.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The South Fork of the Flathead River Bridge is in good condition, but does not meet current traffic demands. The last bridge inspection did not discover any significant structural problems. The bridge, however, is fracture critical, meaning that if one of the steel girders fails, the entire structure will fail.  The MDT has been endeavoring to replace fracture critical bridges because of potential safety issues.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Residence 

		Current Use: Residence

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24FH1340

		Property_Name: 300 Three Mile Drive

		Property_Town: Kalispell

		Property_Date/Year: 1964

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The residence is unmodified with no additions. It retains its historic identity along with its original cladding, windows, doorways and other features designed specifically for this residence. Likewise, there have been no modifications to the outbuildings. The interior of the residence appears much as it did when the house was constructed, including floor plan, kitchen design, bathrooms, etc.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of a Modern style residence, three outbuildings (a garage, wellhouse, and loafing shed, and one structure, a hay shelter. the custom-built residence is associated with the post-World War II development of the Kalispell area. It retains a high degree of architectural integrity with virtually no changes made to its design or features associated with it.  

		Use_Comment: The MDT currently owns the property and rents it to tenants. 

		Status_Comment: The house currently functions as a residence for renters. The property is stable and no impacts to its historic integrity are anticipated. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 500.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT rents the property to qualified tenants.  It is the responsibility of the tenants to pay electrical, heating, and water costs.  The MDT pays the property taxes and visits the property twice a year to ensure that the tenants are caring for the property. The routine maintenance of the property is up to the tenants, but if there is a failure in appliances, plumbing, electrical, etc, it is the MDT's responsibility to make repairs. There were no such expenditures by the MDT in 2017.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT rents the property to tenants, who are responsible for the day-to-day upkeep of the property. The MDT is only responsible for major ticket items and repairs along with ensuring the property is maintained. The MDT has no immediate plans to sell the property. 

		Other_Comment: Its important to remember that MDT is not in the landlord business. This property was acquired as part of the agency's Kalispell Bypass project and at some time in the future, the MDT will want to sell the property. That, however, is not likely to happen in 2018.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/07/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 4

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The property is well maintained by both renters and by the MDT. The residence is subject to bi-annual inspections by MDT real estate staff. The historic integrity of the residence and outbuildings will be maintained because of the property's National Register status. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24ST0361

		Property_Name: Yellowstone River Bridge

		Property_Town: Reed Point

		Property_Date/Year: 1931

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge retains excellent integrity and is little changed since its construction. It retains all of its original structural elements and has not been modified since its construction. The road upon which it is located was bypassed by Interstate 90 in 1964 and it carries only a small amount of local traffic today.  The setting of the site is intact as its association with the MDT's bridge program prior to 1932.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Yellowstone River Bridge is a 5-span riveted Pratt through truss structure.  It was one of the last through truss bridges built under this design by the MDT and was constructed at the beginning of the Great Depression before federal relief funds became available to the state.  It retains a high degree of integrity and is NRHP eligible under Criteria A and C.  

		Use_Comment: The bridge was bypassed and isolated by the construction of I-90 in 1964. It currently serves only two property owners, one of which is an absentee owner. The bridge experiences little traffic, but still carries vehicles over the Yellowstone River at the site. 

		Status_Comment: An underwater inspection of the bridge piers in 2016 revealed considerable scouring of the pier closest to the east shore. Because the bridge serves, essentially, one property owner (the other is absentee), the MDT has decided to close the bridge for safety reasons. It is not known when the bridge will be closed to traffic.  But at some point after 2020, the bridge will likely be demolished.   

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 700.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT routinely maintains the bridge and inspects it every two years. The bridge was last inspected in 2016 and it revealed a significant issue with one of the piers. The problem is serious enough that it will result in the closure of the bridge at some time in the near future and its eventual removal. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge is eligible for listing in the National Register, but currently only serves two property owners (one lives at the site and the other doesn't). The bridge will be closed at some point in the near future and removed within the next 10 years. It is not a priority for MDT to preserve. 

		Other_Comment: A project to address scour issues on bridges in the Yellowstone Valley was programmed by the MDT in 2017. The project includes this bridge, which will be closed because of scour issues on one of the piers. The MDT treated the bridge under its Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement. A HAER document was prepared and is awaiting acceptance by the National Park Service. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/09/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The MDT regularly maintains and inspects the bridge. The last inspection in 2016 revealed a significant problem at Pier No. 4 caused by scour. The problem has seriously undermined the ability of the bridge to continue in its historic function. The bridge also suffers from weathering and deterioration common to bridges of this age.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Cavalry supply post

		Current Use: Grazing

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PE0231

		Property_Name: Powder River Depot in Prairie County

		Property_Town: Terry

		Property_Date/Year: 1876

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the location of a military supply depot constructed at the confluence of the Powder and Yellowstone Rivers from June 6 through September 5 of 1876.  The site was established to allow steamboats to travel up the Yellowstone River and re-supply cavalry units (including the 7th Cavalry) engaged in fighting the Sioux Indian War of that same year.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The DNRC administers only a small portion of the overall site. The majority is administered by the BLM. 

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: If an arrangement could be made with the BLM, fully restoring the Powder River Depot to its original historic condition is estimated to cost $200,000.  Additionally, a parking lot with a crushed gravel surface of sufficient size to accommodate 12 sedans and 6 motor homes will be needed for visitor parking at the site locale (approximately 330 ft x 170 ft or $56,100).  Interpretive signage would cost an additional $15,000 to develop.  A full time employee ($35,000 annually) would also likely be (continued below)

		Maintenance_Needs: [4]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: Because it experiences ongoing, uncontrolled relic collecting, it is ranked moderately high by DNRC in priority for preservation work.  The site should be periodically monitored to discourage unauthorized artifact collecting.  For this reason, the property is given a #4 in rank.

		Other_Comment: (continued) required to protect the site from vandalism and address maintenance and management concerns as they arise.  Because the Heritage Property is associated with the "Indian Wars", because it is publicly accessible from Interstate 90, it would be attractive to tourists if developed.  Approximately 20,000 visitors may stop at the site each year if it were developed and promoted as a tourist destination.  This estimate is based on the number of annual visitors to the First People's Buffalo Jump).  Once fully restored, an additional $30,000 tourist dollars might be captured for the economies of Terry and Miles City that would otherwise not  be spent there. Current appraised value of this Heritage Property is zero dollars.  If $271,100 is invested into development of the property, the appraised market value is estimated to be the value of the structures-- or approximately $100,000.  It is uncertain if the land on which the site is located would appreciate in value.    

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 11/9/2011

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  No structures are present in the site, but occasional depressions can still be seen, and the locale is a favorite of relic collectors who have intermittently dug for artifacts over the past 135 years.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0
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$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
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$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Historic military road

		Current Use: Some of the original road route is under paved county, state, and federal highways.  Other segments on state land are still visible today, but abandoned.

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24MN0133

		Property_Name: Mullan Road 

		Property_Town: Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1859-1862

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Mullan Road is a military road that connected Fort Walla Walla to Fort Benton.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Mullan Road.  The Mullan Road is a military road that connected Fort Walla Walla to Fort Benton.  Lieutenant John Mullan surveyed and oversaw the construction of the route segment from the Bitterroot Mountains to Fort Benton from 1859-1862.  Some original segments of the trail route are still visible today on State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: No additional disturbances are expected to the road route.  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 300

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: DNRC has spent approximately $300 on weather resistant signage since 2000 to mark various routes of the Mullan Road on state land.  To date these efforts have taken place largely in Mineral County. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because some of the original road route is under paved county, state, and federal highways.  Other segments on state land are still visible today, but abandoned.  No visible segments on state land are currently under threat of disturbance.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/27/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Some of the original road route is under paved county, state, and federal highways.  Other segments on state land are still visible today, but abandoned.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0
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$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Aeronautics Administration Building

		Current Use: Aeronautics Administration Building

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24LC2192

		Property_Name: Aeronautics Operations Building

		Property_Town: Helena 

		Property_Date/Year: 1958

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The building retains a high degree of architectural integrity and association with the aeronautics industry at the Helena Municipal Airport.  All of the architectural features, footprint, etc. associated with this design are intact and unchanged.  The building functions in its original capacity as the division HQ for the MDT's Aeronautics Division. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Aeronautics Operations Building is a one-story brick Neo-Modern-style building that was constructed in 1958.  The building is important for its association with the expansion of aeronautics in Montana after WWII and because it retains a high degree of architectural integrity.  It is NRHP eligible under Criteria A and C.  

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The MDT has no plans to rehabilitate, renovate or demolish this building.  It is the home of the MDT's Aeronautics Division.  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: +

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The building is routinely maintained and repairs made when needed.  It is actively used by MDT personnel and does not suffer from neglect.   The building is well maintained and its historic character is preserved.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The building has not been inventoried for its historic preservation maintenance needs.  The building is currently in use by the MDT's Aeronautics Division and actively maintained.  There are no plans to rehabilitate or demolish the building.  

		Other_Comment: The MDT listed the Aeronautics Division building in the National Register of Historic Places in 2017.

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 12/14/2015

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2016]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The building is well preserved, routinely maintained, and monitored by MDT maintenance staff.  The building meets current codes and use needs, while also preserving the historic integrity of the structure.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: The site is the DNRC's Swan River Unit Office.

		Current Use: The site is the DNRC's Swan River Unit Office.

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24LA0265

		Property_Name: Swan River State Forest Station

		Property_Town: Swan Lake

		Property_Date/Year: 1935-1996

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the DNRC's Swan River Unit Office.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The property is actively used and maintained, because it serves as the DNRC's Swan River State Forest Unit Office.  Structures constituting the site are periodically upgraded and remodeled when funding is available, but modifications to the structures have been contemporary designs and materials.  Little if any of the ca. 1940 qualities of the site exist today. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 180k

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Staining and maintenance of the exterior surface of the Swan Unit buildings is expected to cost $10,000.  Removal of the add-on bathroom, rehabilitating the roof to historic specifications, and installing a functional foundation beneath the 1935 log structure is expected to cost $20,000.  Upgrades of the sewage and water systems for all structures is estimated to cost $50,000. Remodel of the ceiling of the main office is expected to cost $5,000.  These estimated upgrades will stabilize (continued below) 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment:  Because of the lack of original historic structures, the site is ranked #5 by DNRC in priority for preservation/development.

		Other_Comment: (continued) the Swan Unit structures for at least 10 years and will return the 1935 log structure to a close approximation of its historic appearance.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 08/05/2011

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 16

		Objects: 2

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos. The condition/integrity statement made here reflects the amount of architectural design and building materials that are consistent with or original to the ca. 1940's or 1950's era.  Although the buildings in the site are actively used, only one was constructed in 1935 and the majority were constructed between 1957 and 1960.  To someone who had viewed the property ca. 1940 it would be unrecognizable today.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
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State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: N/A

		Current Use: N/A

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PA1304

		Property_Name: Unnamed chert quarry

		Property_Town: Livingston

		Property_Date/Year: N/A

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The limestone outcrop is not a cultural resource and should be removed from the SHPO CRIS database and from Heritage Property status.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site was recorded as a chert quarry, but it is actually a limestone outcrop that exhibits natural weathering and slumping of the rock face.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The limestone outcrop is not a cultural resource and should be removed from the SHPO CRIS site and from Heritage Property status.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the DNRC does not believe that it is a cultural resource.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The limestone outcrop is not a cultural resource and should be removed from the SHPO CRIS site and from Heritage Property status.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Communal bison hunting

		Current Use: Grazing

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24JT0296

		Property_Name: Surprise Creek

		Property_Town: Stanford

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site contains tipi ring-size stone circles, alignments of low-profile cairns between which bison were herded into a shallow and narrow coulee where they were subsequently killed.  Adjoining the kill site is the locale on the remnant terrace of Surprise Creek where the dispatched bison were processed for food, clothing, shelter, and other materials.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The resource is a Native American bison kill and processing site on a tract of state land in Judith Basin County.  The site dates to approximately 1550 A.D.  

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The processing site remains are in a stratified context and consist of hearth features, heavily processed bone, firecracked rock, and simple stone tools, as well as one unique antler tine artifact.  Archaeological excavation work was carried out in the site in 2000 and 2001 with the intention of saving a small amount of important information that was being rapidly destroyed by extensive and perpetual lateral erosion by Surprise Creek. 

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Archaeological work was conducted using volunteers.  Funds for specialized archaeological analyses($4,000) were provided by DNRC and the Montana Department of Transportation.  An estimated 10 hours ($300) will be required annually of DNRC's Lewistown Unit Office staff time (travel and fuel costs included) to monitor the Heritage Property quarterly, and identify maintenance needs as they arise.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The resource is given a #5 rank in DNRC priority because the stone feature portion of the site is on a stable landscape, and the eroding buried processing portion of the site has been thoroughly examined and documented through archaeological investigation.

		Other_Comment: The site is a good example of the kind of archaeological resource that could be easily developed for tourism purposes.  It is legally accessible via a well maintained, graveled, county road.  It is located approximately 9 miles north of Stanford, Montana.  In order to develop the site for tourism, a parking lot with a crushed gravel surface of sufficient size to accommodate 6 sedans and 3 motor homes will be needed for visitor parking at the site locale (approximately 165 ft x 85 ft or $28,050).  Establishment of a 1 mile long x 2 ft wide walking trail with strategically placed interpretive signage is estimated to cost $5,280 or $.50 per square foot and $35,000 for kiosk display development (Paul Valle pers. comm. 2011).    The above noted costs are limited to initial development and management over a ten year period.  Perpetual maintenance costs (currently not calculated) will be required to adequately preserve and manage this property long term.  Once an estimated $68,330 is invested to cover initial construction and maintenance for a ten year period, the development will actually appraise as an encumbrance to the land, and the raw land value will decrease slightly (T. Konency pers. comm 2011).  It is also expected that development of the resource could generate an additional $5,000 tourist dollars per year to the economy of Stanford.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 12/15/2011

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photo.  The processing portion of the site is largely destroyed as a result of lateral erosion from Surprise Creek.  The stone features on the upper prairie surface are intact and stable.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 4000

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Military stables

		Current Use: UM biological research, aviary research

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24MO0266

		Property_Name: Quartermaster's Stable

		Property_Town: Fort Missoula, Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1910

		State_Agency: [University System/UM]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Quartermaster's Stable has been adapted for modern uses with internal modifications as a research facility for biological research, emphasis in ornithology.  Some changes to the original design include HVAC element on the roof, and the north façade.  The only thing detracting from its integrity rating is the attached and adjacent chain link fence structures, and storage containers, (reversible)

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: Fort Missoula was established in 1877 , with continued occupancy into the 1950's .The Quartermaster's Stable was part of a major construction effort by the Army from 1910 to 1912, which included the Post Hospital, dormitories, Officers Row, the Second Parade rounds, the Water Tank, and Post Bakery .  The Alien Detention Camp barracks and cell blocks are significant due to the ADC role in WW II history .              

		Use_Comment: The stables are an excellent reminder that the military used horses for transportation and area "policing" from the 19th into the 20th century.  UM restoration and rehabilitation efforts have essentially saved this structure  while adapting it to needed research activities.

		Status_Comment: 

		Status: [Unknown]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: +

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: +

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: Maintenance and life safety repairs only.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Philip Maechling

		Date_Recorded: 01/04/2018

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: UM facilities and academic departments have performed well with limited resources inthe enhancement and rehabilitation of the stables.  What were likely corrals and pasture adjacent to the stables were replaced by Alien Detention Camp barracks, guard towers and security fencing during WW II.

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: +

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: Airway Beacon

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24BW1139

		Property_Name: Spokane Hill Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Winston

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The beacon sits at its original site and provides for a strong sense of integrity of feeling, setting, and association.  The property's relation to its setting remains unchanged from the historic period. The beacon tower stands virtually as when constructed and and much of the original equipment continues in use. The integrity was diminished somewhat by the removal of the generator shed at an unknown date.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Spokane Hill Airway Beacon consists of only the beacon tower connected to a power line. The beacon is significant for its association with Montana aviation history, particularly the safe navigation of aircraft across western Montana since 1935. It is also significant as representative of the technology available at the time of its construction allowing for such navigation.

		Use_Comment: The beacon is a still-functioning component of a lighted nighttime airway route in western and southwestern Montana. There are 17 beacons in the system that are maintained by the MDT's Aeronautics Division. 

		Status_Comment: The MT beacon system is in the process of being decommissioned because it no longer serves a useful purpose. However, it is not known when the system will be completely decommissioned, meaning that some beacons, like Spokane Hill, will not be shut down until at least the end of FY 2018. It will continue to operate until then and may for quite some time afterwards. It will at some point, be turned over to a private entity or demolished. 

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 1,000

		Monitoring: 1,000

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: Monitoring records are maintained by the Aeronautics Division. It is monitored and maintained when the need arises (the light ceases to function). It will be actively maintained until at least the end of FY 2018 and probably longer. The costs shown above reflect the MDT's commitment to the continued operation of the beacon. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT monitors and maintains the Spokane Hill Beacon. However, its future as a state-owned heritage property is somewhat cloudy at this point (see below). 

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT decided to decommission all 17 airway beacons because they are no longer necessary to nighttime air navigation across Montana and because the Aeronautics Division can no longer afford to maintain them.  It is the intent of the agency to keep the Mac Pass, Strawberry Mountain, and Spokane Hill beacons lit and functioning until at least the end of FY 2018. It is MDT's intent to find new owners to maintain the historic resources. If a new owner cannot be found, the beacon will be demolished. 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The Spokane Hill Beacon is routinely monitored and maintained by the Aeronautics Division. The fact that the beacon light can be seen from Helena helps that process. The beacon, therefore, still functions in its historic capacity. The generator shed associated with the beacon was removed at some point in the past, which has diminished the integrity of the site. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite (stone circles)

		Current Use: Rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24VL1946

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Glasgow

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a stable environment.  It is currently intact.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of eight tipi ring size stone circles. The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between the State Department and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is currently intact, in a stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/10/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: None

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24MO1722

		Property_Name: University Mountain Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The beacon sits in its original location and displays its historic design, but its integrity has been diminished by the addition of antennas and other equipment on the platform and the sides of the feature. The setting has also been compromised by the presence of recent cell and radio/television towers.  The tower no longer stands alone as it did when erected in 1935.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The University Mountain beacon consists of two features, the beacon tower and a recent electrical shed.  The beacon functioned as a component of the Northern Transcontinental Airway route between Minneapolis and Seattle. And, until recently, continued in that historic function. 

		Use_Comment: The beacon no longer functions and stands dark among a host of other transmission towers on a mountain top overlooking Missoula. The MDT has no plans to repair and relight the beacon. 

		Status_Comment: The beacon is no longer functioning.  The MDT has no plans to repair and relight the beacon. In fact, the beacons will likely be decommissioned in 2018 and alternate owners sought to assume responsibility for this and other beacons in the system. There are no immediate plans to remove the beacon tower and associated equipment. 

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT is currently expending no money on the maintenance and upkeep of the beacon. The beacon itself no longer functions and there are no plans to repair it. The MDT did, however, routinely monitor and maintain the beacon until 2016 when the Aeronautics Division employee responsible for that task retired. The beacons will likely be decommissioned in 2018 and new owners sought to be responsible for them.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT plans to decommission the airway beacons in 2018. Consequently, their maintenance is a low priority for the Aeronautics Division. The division will, however, continue to maintain the Mac Pass, Spokane Hill, and Strawberry Mountain beacons until at least the end of FY 2018. 

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT decided to decommission the 17 remaining airway beacons in western and southwestern Montana. The decision was made after soliciting public comment and because the beacons were no longer viable nighttime navigation aids because new technology available to pilots. The decision was also based on the fact that budget constraints at the Aeronautics Division made continued maintenence of the beacons no longer a possibility.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: While the beacon tower is intact, it no longer functions as a beacon. Other, non historic, equipment has also been installed on the tower, which diminishes the site's integrity. The condition has also been compromised by the nearness of associated transmission towers at the site that are not historic. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
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Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
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Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: 

		Current Use: Coal lease/currently idle land

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24BH1589

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Decker

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between an unknown entity and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of this discussion.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of a limited scattering of chipped stone artifacts and a small diameter circular arrangement of stone on a prominent ridge in Bighorn County.  The rock structure may have been a lookout, a vision quest feature, an eagle catch device, or it may have served some unknown function.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.   

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 0

		Preservation_Protection: 0

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank.  It may be destroyed with future expansion of the Spring Creek Coal Mine.  The stone feature has been excavated and fully mapped to serve as mitigation.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 12/15/2015

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The stone feature  is still intact.  However, it has been excavated and fully mapped to serve as mitigation if it will be destroyed with future expansion of the Spring Creek Coal Mine.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Historic Significance and Property Description:  
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Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
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Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Classrooms, Administration and Library facilities

		Current Use: Administration, university organizations, offices, meeting rooms lecture hall.

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: (24BE0805)

		Property_Name: Old Main Hall, UM Western, MT State Normal School 

		Property_Town: Dillon

		Property_Date/Year: 1898

		State_Agency: [University System/UM]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Great care has been taken by UM/UMW administrations to repair and restore the exterior of Old Main  at the center of the historic core of the UM W historic core .  Old Main remains the iconic image of UMW, and is featured in university documents, media and communication.  Interior restoration has been completed along with systems upgrade, removing and restoring "modern" improvements to decor.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: Old Main  is the signature building on the UM Western campus.   It was the first building on the campus  of the MT State Normal School,  designated  for construction by the legislature In 1897, and completed In 1898. Old Main was the first building constructed for the MT State Normal School.  Designed by State Architect John C. Paulsen, architect of the State Capital, and Main Hall at MT Tech. 

		Use_Comment: Old Main Hall is well adapted to administration and multiple uses.  Extensive additions have been completed, and multiple rehabilitation efforts have been completed in this reporting period.  

		Status_Comment: There are ongoing maintenance issues, as with any hundred and twenty year old masonry structure.  

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: +

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: +

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: Field trips and interpretive tours of the UM Western campus generally begin at Old Main and begin with a history of Old Main and campus development.   

		Maintenance_Needs: [4]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: So much recent construction has been completed during this reporting period, that a high priority has been reduced for restoration and rehabilitation to low priority.  

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Philip Maechling

		Date_Recorded: 12/16/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: +

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Single-Family Residence 

		Current Use: Single-Family Residence

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24MO1660

		Property_Name: Don Steele Residence 

		Property_Town: Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1958

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The house has not been modified since its construction, and has, until 2016, been occupied by the same owner since shortly after its completion.  With the exception of intensified traffic on Russell St., which somewhat compromises its integrity of setting and feeling, it retains all seven aspects of integrity.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Don Steele Residence is a one-story Minimal Traditional-style residence. The property is associated with the significant historical theme of mid-century residential development on Missoula’s south side, a growth pattern that intensified after the 1957 completion of the Lincoln-Russell Bridge. Its also a good example of a simple late Minimal Traditional style residence.  

		Use_Comment: The house was occupied by the original owner until 2016 when it was purchased by the MDT for right-of-way purposes. The MDT will rent the property until its needed for the Russell Street road improvement project. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT purchased the residence in 2016 for right-of-way purposes on Russell Street. The agency plans to widen the congested roadway when the funds become available. The MDT mitigated the site through a Memorandum of Agreement and Historic American Building Survey (HABS) recordation. 

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 500.00

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The residence was purchased by the MDT for right-of-way purposes and it is currently rented to a vetted tenant. The MDT is not responsible for the monthly utilities or for the maintenance of the yard or interior of the dwelling. The MDT would be responsible for repairs, replacement of utilities, and the payment of taxes.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT is not in the business of being a landlord. The house was purchased for right-of-way purposes when Russell Street is reconstructed when funds become available. It has been mitigated through a Memorandum of Agreement and HABS recordation. It will not immediately be razed for highway purposes. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/16/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The Steele Residence is an example of a late Minimal Traditional style dwelling upon which there have been no exterior modifications or alterations since its construction. The house has been well maintained both on the exterior and interior. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Self-gratifying graffiti

		Current Use: rangeland

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24RB2245

		Property_Name: Historic "Kid Curry" inscription

		Property_Town: Ingomar

		Property_Date/Year: 1901

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Kid Curry a.k.a, Harvey Logan, was a well known outlaw and member of the Hole-in-the-Wall gang.  His last known date in Montana was 1901.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is a prominent sandstone hoodoo NW of Ingomar, MT where an inscription that reads "Kid Curry 1901" is located.  The inscription is believed to be legitimate, and the hoodoo is near the route of the Outlaw Trail.

		Use_Comment: Because the friable nature of the sandstone deposit containing the inscription,  the face of the outcrop is rapidly deteriorating (weathering).  The inscription will likely not exist in another 100 years.

		Status_Comment: If a compound or technique for in-place preservation is identified or developed in the near future, it should be applied to this site of local and regional significance, before the sandstone face fully exfoliates.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The site has been documented and researched in detail.  It has also been scanned and printed using 3D technology. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is in a reasonably stable environment, but will slowly deteriorate over time.  The site has been documented in detail.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/25/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form updates and photos.  Currently in good condition, but beginning to deteriorate.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite

		Current Use: minor foot traffic/recreational hiking

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24LN1119

		Property_Name: 77 UI 8

		Property_Town: Libby, MT

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Some level of testing needs to occur to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: A lithic scatter on second terrace at mouth (east side) of Fisher River.  At the time of recordation (1977) the site was noted to have been thoroughly disturbed as a result of road and bridge construction, and little if any of the site retained intact deposits. No cultural material was observed on the site surface during the 2017 inspection.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site is on a stable terrace.  No ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.  Some limited hiking may intermittently occur on the site surface.  It is unknown if significant cultural deposits were or are present in the site.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the site is on a stable terrace and no ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.

		Other_Comment: The site should never have been determined to be a National Register eligible property with the current available information.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/11/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: A portion of the site may have been disturbed with past road and railroad construction work, but some level of subsurface investigation is needed to determine the extent of the damage, and to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24SB0439

		Property_Name: Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad route in Silver Bow County

		Property_Town: Butte

		Property_Date/Year: 1906-1970

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad route in Silver Bow County.

		Use_Comment: Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties no longer exist (for the most part), but some segments are partly used as local farm/ranch access roads.

		Status_Comment: The portions of site 24SB0439 relevant to DNRC's Antiquities Act responsibilities consist of those abandoned and salvaged segments on state land in Silver Bow County, Montana, that have reverted back to state ownership.  The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad. 

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because DNRC does not believe that it is worthy of any preservation efforts.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 7/25/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form update and photos.  Today, the grade of the railroad is salvaged, abandoned, and typically covered with vegetation.   Structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on any of the state land in Silver Bow County. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
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$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
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$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: None

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24LC2795

		Property_Name: Wolf Creek Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Wolf Creek

		Property_Date/Year: 1937

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The beacon site retains a high degree of integrity.  It remains at its original location and there have been no changes or other modifications to the tower since 1937 or to the warming shed since the late 1940s.  The setting of the property has not changed since 1937. It retains integrity of materials, feeling and association. The integrity is diminished somewhat by the removal of the generator shed in the 1940s.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Wolf Creek Airway Beacon consists of the beacon tower and a warming shed. The beacon was part of a national airway beacon system established in the early 1930s. There have been no significant modifications or other changes made to the beacon and its associated warming shed. 

		Use_Comment: The beacon is no longer functioning. The MDT has no plans to repair and re-light the beacon. It will likely be decommissioned in 2018. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT no longer can afford to maintain the airway beacon and it will be decommissioned in 2018. The beacon ceased operating sometime in 2016 or 2017. Until recently, the MDT had no personnel on staff to repair the beacon.

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The beacon no longer operates and the MDT has no plans to repair it. The beacon will be decommissioned in 2018 and a new owner or owners sought to assume responsibility for it. It is not known if the beacon will ever function as a navigational aid again.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT no longer actively maintains the beacon and it has not operated in some time. The agency intends to decommission the beacon in 2018 and will either find a new owner for it or demolish the structure. 

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT decided to decommission the 17 remaining airway beacons in western and southwestern Montana. The decision was made after soliciting public comment and because the beacons were no longer viable nighttime navigation aids because new technology available to pilots. The decision was also based on the fact that budget constraints at the Aeronautics Division made continued maintenence of the beacons no longer a possibility.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Despite the fact that its no longer operating, the beacon and its associated warming shed are in good condition. There has been no significant deterioration of the site since 2016.  The remoteness of the site has helped prevent vandalism to the structure or theft of its components. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Prescott Family residence

		Current Use: Special events hosted by University of Montana associated organizations, 

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24MO0303

		Property_Name: Prescott House

		Property_Town: UM Missoula

		Property_Date/Year: 1898

		State_Agency: [University System/UM]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: From the nomination to the National Register of Historic Places,  settlement along the Clark Fork River within the Missoula valley in what is now essentially an urban environment. The Prescott House represents the Queen Anne revival style, in vogue in residential house design. Particular materials and design include multiple roof planes, decorative shingles in gables, polychrome trim, and porch columns.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Prescott House site is a remnant of the Clarence Prescott family farm that predates the establishment of the University of Montan "mountain campus" in 1897.  The Clarence R. Prescott House remains a wonderfully intact vestige of early agricultural use and settlement in the Missoula Valley.  The house was built in 1898, just as Main Hall was in construction on the adjacent 40 acre original UM site.  

		Use_Comment: Some of the original elements on this site are now gone since it was listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1983 including the garage, outhouse and orchard. .A pavilion has been added for outdoor events that is sympathetic in design and materials to the historic house.  

		Status_Comment: There was a plan to raze the house to straighten Campus Drive, but many at UM and in the Missoula community said "don't",  and Dennis and Phyllis Washington funded the preservation plan for the house and site for use as an event space, and  (as an aside) a teaching moment regarding the history of the site.

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: +

		Preservation_Protection: +

		Research: 

		Interpretation: +

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The University does regular maintenance at the Prescott House, and maintains its Queen Anne revival style in the tradition of "painted lady" houses.  Use of the Prescott House and site for university and community activities  is a type of public stewardship.  It has interpretive information at the site and on its website, and also gives tours there.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: An accessible entry ramp has been added to the back of the house during this report period.

		Other_Comment: From the nomination to the National Register of Historic Places:Clarence R. Prescott played an important civic role in local and state government duringthe late 19th and early 20th centuries. Prescott came to Missoula in 1878 when he was16 years old to work for his uncle, C.P. Higgins, who had established one of the earliestmercantile stores in the city. From 1881 to 1889 Prescott worked as a miner, cowboy/rancherand surveyor for the Northern'Pacific Railroad between Missoula and Thompson Falls. In1891, Prescott purchased forty acres of land in the northeastern corner of section 27of Township 13 North, Range 19 West. At the time, the acreage was undeveloped, and, dueto its close proximity to the Clark Fork River, a prime location for establishing a homestead.Using water from the river as a source for irrigation, Prescott created a vast orchardof apple, cherry, pear and plum trees. 

		Reported_By: Philip Maechling

		Date_Recorded: 12/13/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 1

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Restored by University of Montana in 1996 under direction from historic architect James McDonald with funding from private and public sources and maintained by UM Missoula.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: +
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: Airway Beacon

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24MO1724

		Property_Name: Alberton Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Alberton

		Property_Date/Year: 1935

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Other than the routine maintenance of the beacon light itself, there have been no changes to the tower and the beacon platform. The materials are intact and the integrity of feeling and association is intact and little changed from the airway beacon began operations in the fall of 1935.  It still functions in its original capacity. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Alberton Airway Beacon consists simply of a beacon tower. This beacon was a component of the Northern Transcontinental Airway that began service in 1934. It is significant for its association with the development of transcontinental passenger and airmail transportation in MT. Other than routine maintenance, moreover, the beacon has not been altered or modified.

		Use_Comment: The beacon continues to function in its historic capacity as a nighttime link between Lookout Pass and Missoula on the old Northern Transcontinental Airway route. 

		Status_Comment: Although the beacon is still functioning, the MDT intends to decommission the 17 historic airway beacons in western and southwestern Montana in 2018. It is not known for sure when the beacon will be darkened, but it is impending.  

		Status: [Threatened]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 3,000

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The MDT routinely monitors the beacon to determine if its still operational. There has been no maintenance of the beacon since at least 2016 when the person responsible for that activity retired. The beacon will continue to operate until the equipment fails or when it is decommissioned sometime in 2018. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The beacon will be decommissioned in 2018. Consequently, its maintenance is not a high priority for the MDT.  

		Other_Comment: n October 2017, the MDT decided to decommission the 17 remaining airway beacons in western and southwestern Montana. The decision was made after soliciting public comment and because the beacons were no longer viable nighttime navigation aids because new technology available to pilots. The decision was also based on the fact that budget constraints at the Aeronautics Division made continued maintenence of the beacons no longer a possibility.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The beacon is in good condition and continues to function in its historic capacity. Other then routine maintenance, there have been no substantial changes to the appearance or function of the beacon since its erection in 1935. The remoteness and inaccessibility of the beacon has probably contributed to it not being vandalized. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Airway Beacon

		Current Use: None

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24LC2795

		Property_Name: Wolf Creek Airway Beacon

		Property_Town: Wolf Creek

		Property_Date/Year: 1937

		State_Agency: [MDT]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The beacon site retains a high degree of integrity.  It remains at its original location and there have been no changes or other modifications to the tower since 1937 or to the warming shed since the late 1940s.  The setting of the property has not changed since 1937. It retains integrity of materials, feeling and association. The integrity is diminished somewhat by the removal of the generator shed in the 1940s.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The Wolf Creek Airway Beacon consists of the beacon tower and a warming shed. The beacon was part of a national airway beacon system established in the early 1930s. There have been no significant modifications or other changes made to the beacon and its associated warming shed. 

		Use_Comment: The beacon is no longer functioning. The MDT has no plans to repair and re-light the beacon. It will likely be decommissioned in 2018. 

		Status_Comment: The MDT no longer can afford to maintain the airway beacon and it will be decommissioned in 2018. The beacon ceased operating sometime in 2016 or 2017. Until recently, the MDT had no personnel on staff to repair the beacon.

		Status: [Endangered]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The beacon no longer operates and the MDT has no plans to repair it. The beacon will be decommissioned in 2018 and a new owner or owners sought to assume responsibility for it. It is not known if the beacon will ever function as a navigational aid again.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [1]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The MDT no longer actively maintains the beacon and it has not operated in some time. The agency intends to decommission the beacon in 2018 and will either find a new owner for it or demolish the structure. 

		Other_Comment: In October 2017, the MDT decided to decommission the 17 remaining airway beacons in western and southwestern Montana. The decision was made after soliciting public comment and because the beacons were no longer viable nighttime navigation aids because new technology available to pilots. The decision was also based on the fact that budget constraints at the Aeronautics Division made continued maintenence of the beacons no longer a possibility.  

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/08/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Despite the fact that its no longer operating, the beacon and its associated warming shed are in good condition. There has been no significant deterioration of the site since 2016.  The remoteness of the site has helped prevent vandalism to the structure or theft of its components. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Historic railroad

		Current Use: Today the railroad is abandoned and, specific to state land, the tracks and ties are fully salvaged.

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24SB0124

		Property_Name: Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway Historic District 

		Property_Town: Butte

		Property_Date/Year: 1913

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway was constructed in 1913 to access the mines at Butte and Anaconda.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway.  It was constructed in 1913 to access the mines at Butte and Anaconda.  Today the railroad is abandoned and, specific to state land, the tracks and ties are fully salvaged.  

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: Today the railroad is abandoned and, specific to state land, the tracks and ties are fully salvaged.  It is slowly being reclaimed by natural and cultural processes.  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Today the railroad is abandoned and, specific to state land, the tracks and ties are fully salvaged.  It is slowly being reclaimed by natural and cultural processes.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because because DNRC does not believe that it is worthy of any preservation efforts.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/27/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Today the railroad is abandoned and, specific to state land, the tracks and ties are fully salvaged.  It is slowly being reclaimed by natural and cultural processes.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): ψψψψψψψψ
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact campsite

		Current Use: minor foot traffic/recreational hiking

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24LN1121

		Property_Name: 77 UI 9

		Property_Town: Libby, MT

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Some level of testing needs to occur to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: A lithic scatter on first terrace at mouth (east side) of Fisher River.  At the time of recordation (1977) the site was noted to extend to a depth of at east 60 cm BS in the cutbank profile.  A limited amount of cultural material was observed in the cutbank profile during the 2017 inspection.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site is on a stable terrace.  No ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.  Some limited hiking may intermittently occur on the site surface.  It is unknown if significant cultural deposits were or are present in the site.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the site is on a stable terrace and no ground disturbing activities are proposed in this locality into the foreseeable future.

		Other_Comment: The site should never have been determined to be a National Register eligible property with the current available information.

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/11/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: A portion of the site may have been disturbed with past railroad construction work, but some level of subsurface investigation is needed to determine the extent of the damage, and to determine the kinds, quantities, and contextual integrity of cultural material present in the site.  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
(2013) 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: 

		Current Use: 

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24BH1591

		Property_Name: Friday Afternoon Site

		Property_Town: Decker

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Unknown]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of chipped stone artifacts on a low-lying ridge in Bighorn County.  The site was determined to be a Heritage Property through consultation between an unknown entity and the Montana State Historic Preservation Officer, but DNRC was not a part of the discussion.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: The site is located within the proposed Spring Creek Coal Mine expansion area and will probably be destroyed in the near future.

		Status: [Watch]

		Property_Administration: 0

		Preservation_Protection: 0

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Approximately $10,000 will be required to adequately investigate the site and conclude whether or not it contains the kind of data needed to address credible and meaningful archaeological research questions.  The project proponent will be responsible for conducting an adequate archaeological investigative program in the site. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [4]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #4 in rank simply to reflect that it will be adequately evaluated through archaeological investigative methods prior to being disturbed by coal mine related developments.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/12/2011

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2011]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos.   The site was only examined at the ground surface level and was apparently not mapped, so metric and nonmetric observations about it are not available.  Age of the site is presently unknown as is its potential to contribute meaningful information to the archaeological record.      

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
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Use: 
Historic Use:  
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Status (Choose one): 
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Condition (Choose One): 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Current Use: Vehicular Bridge

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24GL0237

		Property_Name: South Fork of the Milk River Bridge

		Property_Town: Kiowa

		Property_Date/Year: 1927

		State_Agency: [Other]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Fair]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The bridge exhibits fair integrity. The bridge is located at its original site, but the design is diminished because of the partial loss of the distinctive bridge railings. The appearance of the bridge is somewhat compromised, but what remains presents an accurate vision of how the bridge originally appeared. The rustic appearance of the structure was important to this particular route, a major tourist highway. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The bridge is a one-span reinforced concrete arch structure with rubblestone veneer. The bridge is associated with the improvement of US 89 as an approach road to Glacier National Park in the late 1920s. Its unique design was intended to compliment the local scenery and enhance the motorists experience as he/she neared the park 

		Use_Comment: The bridge has been badly damaged over the years by vehicular collisions and by weathering. It still carries traffic over the South Fork of the Milk River, a function it has maintained since 1927.

		Status_Comment: The MDT intends to replace this bridge as part of an ongoing program to reconstruct US 89 and improve the safety of the facility. The bridge is badly deteriorated with much of its distinctive rubblestone guardwalls destroyed. The bridge has been mitigated through HAER recordation per the MDT's Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement. Consultation was with the Blackfeet THPO. 

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: 800.00

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: The bridge is regularly monitored and maintained. The MDT conducts a bridge inspection every two years with the last inspection occurring in March 2016. The MDT has programmed the bridge for replacement because of its poor condition, but it will be maintained and inspected up to the time it is replaced.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The bridge is in poor condition because of damaged guardwalls and a badly deteriorated concrete arch. It is also too narrow and is functionally obsolete. The bridge will be replaced sometime after 2020.  The bridge has been mitigated according to the MDT's Historic Roads & Bridges Programmatic Agreement. The agency completed HAER documentation of the structure and it was accepted by the NPS in 2017. 

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Jon Axline

		Date_Recorded: 11/14/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Poor]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The bridge's distinctive rubblestone guardwalls are badly deteriorated because of vehicular collisions and weathering. Large sections of the walls are no longer extant. The concrete arch, moreover, is also in poor condition with considerable cracking and spalling. Although the original appearance of the bridge can be imagined, it has not withstood the test of time. 

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Railroad

		Current Use: See comment section below.

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24PA1120

		Property_Name: Northern Pacific Railroad in Park County

		Property_Town: Gardner-Livingston-Wilsall

		Property_Date/Year: 1882-1900

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Northern Pacific Railroad was one of the early 20th Century transcontinental railroads that no longer exists.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Northern Pacific Railroad (including branchlines) in Park County.

		Use_Comment: The segment from the Gallatin County line to the Sweet Grass County line is actively used and maintained by Burlington Northern.  Other segments are abandoned.  Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties no longer exist (for the most part), but some segments are partly used as local farm/ranch access roads.

		Status_Comment: The portions of site 24PA1120 relevant to DNRC's Antiquities Act requirements consist of fully abandoned and salvaged segments of the former Northern Pacific Railroad route in Park County, Montana that have reverted back to state ownership.  Associated structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on state land.    The DNRC does not own actively used segments of railroad.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: Because the abandoned segments of railroad on DNRC administered state land have been adequately documented, no additional preservation activities are planned. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the DNRC does not believe that the abandoned segments on state land are worthy of preservation efforts.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 6/26/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form updates and photos.  Some segments of the railroad are abandoned and some are still actively used.  Because the abandoned segments have been salvaged, tracks and ties (for the most part) no longer exist, and the grade is typically covered with vegetation.  Structures such as tunnels, trestles, depots, or section houses have not been identified on any of the state land in Park County.  The abandoned segments of the site are slowly being reclaimed through natural and cultural processes.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 








MONTANA STATE-OWNED HERITAGE PROPERTY REPORTING FORM 
 


Property Number (e.g 24YL0001): _________ (Smithsonian Trinomial) 
Property Name:  
Property Town/Vicinity of:  
Property Date (Year of Origin/Construction or “Precontact):  
State Agency (Choose One):  
Reporting Year:                          (e.g. 2014; 2016; 2018, etc) 
 
Property Type (Choose One):  
Property Count (#): ___District ___Building(s)___Structure(s)___Site(s)___Object(s) 
 
Historic Significance and Property Description:  
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
Historic Integrity: (Choose One):  
Comment (Explain): 
 
 
 
 
Use: 
Historic Use:  
Current Use:  
Comment: (issues, if any, regarding use/functionality) 
 
 
 
 
Status (Choose one): 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition (Choose One): 
Comment: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____     (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
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		Structures: 1

		Historic Use: Marcus and Margaret Daly home

		Current Use: Living history museum and garden site

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24RA0241

		Property_Name: Riverside, Daly Mansion

		Property_Town: Hamilton

		Property_Date/Year: 1889

		State_Agency: [University System/UM]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: When analyzed for the seven aspects of integrity (location; design; setting; materials; workmanship; feeling; and association) the Daly Mansion  exhibits a high degree of integrity.  

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: Riverside, the Daly Mansion, is a legacy site established by Marcus Daly, completed by Mrs. Margaret Daly.  It was designed by A.J Gibson..From the National Register nomination: "Today it stands as one of the most intact examples of the period. The house, the interior decoration, the professionally landscaped grounds, and the appurtenant structures remain virtually unchanged from their ca. 1910 designs."

		Use_Comment: Riverside is owned by the state and managed  for the Montana Historical Society  by the University and the Daly Mansion Preservation Trust.  The grounds are open to the public, and public tours and visits are operated on a seasonal basis.  One small issue relates to the location of a "porta-potty", which was sited outside the main entrance.  While this may improve visitor comfort, it can be relocated to the side.

		Status_Comment: Current improvements include ongoing maintenance,  restoration of rooms on the top floor and additions to the museum collection for exhibition and interpretation.  Riverside remains, at 22,000 square feet, the largest single residence ever built in the state of Montana. It stands as the quintessential reminder of the incredible wealth generated by Marcus Daly, the Butte/Anaconda copper king, who arrived in the US penniless from Ireland.  

		Status: [Mitigated]

		Property_Administration: +

		Preservation_Protection: +

		Research: 

		Interpretation: +

		Promotion: +

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: +

		Monitoring: +

		Other_Effort/Activity: +

		Stewardship_Comment: Many volunteers support "living history" activities, and other cultural events at the Daly Mansion throughout the year.  Events are reported on in the Bitterroot Star and the Ravalli Republic.  Guided and self-guided tours are hosted on site May through October.  

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: UM has limited resources dedicated to maintenance and restoration for the Daly Mansion this reporting period  and relies on the Preservation Trust for on site operations and maintenance. According to Decmber 2016 IRS form 990 documents, the Trust spent $85 289 on salaries, wages, benefits, etc. for programs and operations.  

		Other_Comment: From Daly Mansion website:Since 2004, the Daly Mansion Preservation Trust has raised $1.34 million in federal funding for historic preservation of the Mansion, part of which came from the Save America's Treasures Grant program, which is in danger of being cut by the current administration.  The Trust has also raised an incredible $772,000 in donations from private individuals and foundations over this period to fund the restoration of the Mansion. It has been a miraculous recovery for this jewel of Montana history. 

		Reported_By: Philip Maechling

		Date_Recorded: 12/11/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 5

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Care has been taken by the UM and the Daly Mansion Preservation Trust to ensure the integrity of the materials, design and site development, as it represents the outward expression of industrial wealth more than 100 years ago..

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: +

		SubmitButton1: 
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If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
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$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
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$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
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$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
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Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
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		Structures: 

		Historic Use: dormitory, office, classrooms, physical fitness, food service

		Current Use: dormitory, office, classrooms, physical fitness, food service

		Sites: 

		Site_Number: 24LC0846

		Property_Name: Mountain View School for Girls Historic District

		Property_Town: Helena

		Property_Date/Year: 1920's

		State_Agency: [Justice]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: Overall, the Heritage Properties on the Montana Law Enforcement Academy campus rank “Good” or “Fair” for Historic Integrity and Condition and “Satisfactory” for Status. 

		Historic_Significance_ Comment:  In 1917, the State Federation of Women’s Clubs and the Good Government Club, also a women’s group began lobbying the state legislature for a separate facility for girls. The 1919 Legislature authorized the school and provided funds to purchase the 400 acre Hebert Ranch near Helena as its site.  Later that year six girls were moved to the school from Miles City to the school.

		Use_Comment: None

		Status_Comment: Properties are for the most part stable, significant degradation of the structures is unlikely to occur.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 

		Interpretation: 

		Promotion: 

		Preservation_Conservation: 

		Maintenance: 

		Monitoring: 

		Other_Effort/Activity: 

		Stewardship_Comment: Seismic bracing and mechanical anchorage improvements were completed on the Administration, Aspen, Cafeteria, Cottonwood, Gymnasium, Maple and Spruce buildings on campus. Maple building front steps and landing area repair. Maple is the largest dormitory building on campus. 

		Maintenance_Needs: [3]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The primary preservation needs of the 6 buildings at the Academy are issues of standard building utilization and maintenance.  The foundation work that needs to be completed on Spruce is ranked as a high priority preservation project.  The other buildings are ranked in the following order:  Aspen, Administration, and Cottonwood with the Gymnasium ranking last.  

		Other_Comment: None

		Reported_By: Glen Stinar

		Date_Recorded: 01/31/2018

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 6

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Overall, the Heritage Properties on the Montana Law Enforcement Academy campus rank “Good” or “Fair” for Historic Integrity and Condition and “Satisfactory” for Status.  During the 2016 – 2017 biennial reporting period the following projects were completed on the Montana Law Enforcement Academy:  

		Designed_Redesigned: 

		Resoration: 84,975.00

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Trail/travel corridor

		Current Use: Abandoned

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24TL0249

		Property_Name: Whoop-Up Trail

		Property_Town: Kevin

		Property_Date/Year: 1875-1885

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Excellent]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the Rocky Springs segment of the Whoop-Up Trail route in Toole County.  The Whoop-Up Trail was established to connect whiskey trading posts in the British Territories with merchant posts at Fort Benton.  After 1975 it was used as a supply route for the North-West Mounted Police.

		Use_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Status_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is in a stable environment and is in no current danger of disturbance.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 10/27/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The segments on state land are not clearly visible although some two track road treads may follow the Whoop-Up Trail route.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Construction of Fort peck dam

		Current Use: Fishing access site 

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24VL1686

		Property_Name: 

		Property_Town: Fort Peck

		Property_Date/Year: 1919 and 1933-1935

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site is in a stable environment just above the water level of the Missouri River.  the barges are weathered, but largely intact.  FWP has erected fencing around the perimeter of the most intact barge to deter vandalism.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of the remains of two wooden barges used in the construction of Fort Peck dam.  Very few of these original barges exist today.  

		Use_Comment: The site is intact and in a reasonably stable environment.

		Status_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is intact and in a stable environment.

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because the barges are reasonably intact, in a reasonably stable environment, and no human caused effects are presently proposed.  Further, the barges do not appear to be targeted by vandals.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 8/10/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: The site is intact and in a reasonably stable environment.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
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Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Precontact Native American campsite

		Current Use: None

		Sites: 1

		Site_Number: 24LC1210

		Property_Name: Prehistoric campsite

		Property_Town: Lincoln

		Property_Date/Year: Precontact

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Prehistoric]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The site has been mapped and examined using a series of auger tests, shovel tests, and formal excavation units.  Buried cultural materials that retain contextual integrity exist in small, isolated portions of the site.  The site may in part date to the latter part of the Middle Prehistoric Period based on the presence of a corner-notched projectile point found on the site surface.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site consists of a thin scattering of chipped stone materials in the vicinity of the confluence of Landers Fork and the Blackfoot River. 

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment:  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: The DNRC should make an effort to periodically monitor the site (5 year intervals) in order to assess site condition and any potential threats to its integrity.

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because it is on a stable ground surface and because it is in no current danger of additional human caused impacts

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 03/26/2013

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2014]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Good]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: See associated site form and photos.  The site is bisected by Highway 2.  A Montana Power Company/Northwest Energy substation, a former MDoT asphalt/road surfacing materials storage site, and the local landfill access road are located in the S1/2 of the site and have caused significant disturbance.  The resource is on a stable landform and is currently in little danger of being further disturbed.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 
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Stewardship Effort and Cost (Enter all that apply in past 2 years; do not duplicate costs) 
If activity, but no calculated/estimated cost available, enter “+”. If no activity, enter “0” or leave 
blank. 
$___ Heritage Property Administration/Operations (property-specific)  
$___ Heritage Restoration/Rehabilitation/Repair project activity (SOI standards) 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Protection project activity 
$___ Heritage Research/Documentation project activity 
$___ Heritage Interpretation/Education/Awareness project activity 
$___ Heritage Promotion/Tourism/Marketing project activity 
$___ Heritage Preservation/Conservation Plan Development  
$___ Regular/routine maintenance 
$___ Monitoring (documented/reported upon) 
$___ Cost to redesign project to avoid adverse effect to property’s heritage values 
$___ Other heritage stewardship effort/activity (Explain) 
Comment: 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritized Maintenance & Stewardship Needs  
Rank property for agency priority addressing need among all agency’s heritage properties: 


Highest (1 = top 20%) to Lowest (5 = bottom 20%) = ____ (1-5) 
Comment:  List prioritized property-specific preservation maintenance & stewardship needs - 
  
  
 
 
Other Commentκ/ƻƴǘƛƴǳŜŘ: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reported by (Name): _______ ψψψψψψψ______ Date (MM/DD/YYYY): _______ 
 
Use Submit button to submit completed form to SHPO databaseΦ  ! ŎƻǇȅ ǿƛƭƭ ōŜ ǎŀǾŜŘ ƛƴ ȅƻǳǊ
ǎŜƴǘ ŦƻƭŘŜǊΦ 


 







Heritage Property 
 


“Heritage property” means any district, site, building, structure, or object located upon or beneath the 
earth or under water that is significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, or culture (MCA 
22-3-421). Eligibility established through consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office. 
 


Property Count (Taken from National Register of Historic Places) 
 


District: A group, concentration, linkage or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects. 
Building: Shelter for human activity (including functionally related unit, such as house/garage) 
Structure: Functional construction for purpose other than shelter 
Site: Location of significant historical event; historic or prehistoric archaeological resource 
Object: Non-building or structure, primarily artistic in nature, relatively small and simple 


 
Integrity 


 
Excellent: the primary historic fabric and form of the property is unaltered; features are intact 
Good: primary historic fabric is minimally altered; some features missing/replaced; majority intact 
Fair: primary historic fabric and form is altered; important features missing; disturbance 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 
 


Status  
 
Endangered:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity occurring, or have occurred, and 
resource condition is worsening. 
Threatened:  serious negative impacts to property historic integrity have not occurred, but are 
impending 
Watch: negative impacts to historic integrity have the potential to occur 
Satisfactory: negative impacts to property historic integrity are unlikely to occur; or potential/impending 
loss of integrity has been addressed and mitigated in consultation with State Historic Preservation 
Office. 
Improving: actions completed or underway to improve historic integrity, in consultation with SHPO 
Mitigated: Planned/impending loss of historic integrity has been addressed in consultation with SHPO 
and loss taken into account through agreed upon mitigation. 
Unknown: No or inadequate current information 


 
Condition 


 
Excellent: Well preserved; routinely maintained and monitored. If building or structure: meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Good: Stable; generally maintained and/or monitored. If building or structure: minimally meets current 
codes and use needs, while preserving historic integrity. 
Fair: Stable, but largely unmaintained; needs or will soon need preservation treatment. If building or 
structure: does not meet all current codes or use needs. 
Poor: Unstable; unmaintained; in need of preservation treatment. If building or structure: does not meet 
current codes, health or safety standards or does not meet use needs. 
Failed: Demolished; destroyed; resource is gone or lost its heritage values/eligibility 
Unknown: No data 





		Structures: 

		Historic Use: Historic road

		Current Use: Some of the original road route is under paved county, state, and federal highways.  Other segments on state land are still visible today, but abandoned.

		Sites: 1.0

		Site_Number: 24YL1713

		Property_Name: Fort Benton to Billings Stage Road Route

		Property_Town: Billings

		Property_Date/Year: 1877-1908

		State_Agency: [DNRC]

		Property_Type: [Historic]

		District: 

		Historic_Integrity: [Good]

		Historic_Integrity_Comment: The Road allowed distribution of goods between Billings and NE Montana.

		Historic_Significance_ Comment: The site is the route of the Fort Benton to Billings Stage Road.  The Road connected Fort Benton to Billings and served as the only means of shipping and receiving goods directly tothe northeast part of the state.  Some original segments of the road route are still visible today on State School Trust Land administered by the DNRC.

		Use_Comment: 

		Status_Comment: No additional disturbances are expected to the road route.  

		Status: [Satisfactory]

		Property_Administration: 

		Preservation_Protection: 

		Research: 0

		Interpretation: 0

		Promotion: 0

		Preservation_Conservation: 0

		Maintenance: 0

		Monitoring: 0

		Other_Effort/Activity: 0

		Stewardship_Comment: 

		Maintenance_Needs: [5]

		Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The site is given a #5 in rank because some of the original road route is under paved county, state, and federal highways.  Other segments on state land are still visible today, but abandoned.  No visible segments on state land are currently under threat of disturbance.

		Other_Comment: 

		Reported_By: Patrick Rennie

		Date_Recorded: 11/14/2017

		Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]

		Buildings: 

		Objects: 

		Condition_Integrity: [Fair]

		Condition_Integrity_Comment: Some of the original road route is under paved county, state, and federal highways.  Other segments on state land are still visible today, but abandoned.

		Designed_Redesigned: 0

		Resoration: 0

		SubmitButton1: 





	Structures: 
	Historic Use: dormitory, office, classrooms, physical fitness, food service
	Current Use: dormitory, office, classrooms, physical fitness, food service
	Sites: 
	Site_Number: 24LC0846
	Property_Name: Mountain View School for Girls Historic District
	Property_Town: Helena
	Property_Date/Year: 1920's
	State_Agency: [Justice]
	Property_Type: [Historic]
	District: 
	Historic_Integrity: [Good]
	Historic_Integrity_Comment: Overall, the Heritage Properties on the Montana Law Enforcement Academy campus rank “Good” or “Fair” for Historic Integrity and Condition and “Satisfactory” for Status. 
	Historic_Significance_ Comment:  In 1917, the State Federation of Women’s Clubs and the Good Government Club, also a women’s group began lobbying the state legislature for a separate facility for girls. The 1919 Legislature authorized the school and provided funds to purchase the 400 acre Hebert Ranch near Helena as its site.  Later that year six girls were moved to the school from Miles City to the school.
	Use_Comment: None
	Status_Comment: Properties are for the most part stable, significant degradation of the structures is unlikely to occur.
	Status: [Satisfactory]
	Property_Administration: 
	Preservation_Protection: 
	Research: 
	Interpretation: 
	Promotion: 
	Preservation_Conservation: 
	Maintenance: 
	Monitoring: 
	Other_Effort/Activity: 
	Stewardship_Comment: Seismic bracing and mechanical anchorage improvements were completed on the Administration, Aspen, Cafeteria, Cottonwood, Gymnasium, Maple and Spruce buildings on campus. Maple building front steps and landing area repair. Maple is the largest dormitory building on campus. 
	Maintenance_Needs: [3]
	Prioritized_Maintenance_Comment: The primary preservation needs of the 6 buildings at the Academy are issues of standard building utilization and maintenance.  The foundation work that needs to be completed on Spruce is ranked as a high priority preservation project.  The other buildings are ranked in the following order:  Aspen, Administration, and Cottonwood with the Gymnasium ranking last.  
	Other_Comment: None
	Reported_By: Glen Stinar
	Date_Recorded: 01/31/2018
	Reporting_Cycle_Year: [2018]
	Buildings: 6
	Objects: 
	Condition_Integrity: [Fair]
	Condition_Integrity_Comment: Overall, the Heritage Properties on the Montana Law Enforcement Academy campus rank “Good” or “Fair” for Historic Integrity and Condition and “Satisfactory” for Status.  During the 2016 – 2017 biennial reporting period the following projects were completed on the Montana Law Enforcement Academy:  
	Designed_Redesigned: 
	Resoration: 84,975.00
	SubmitButton1: 


